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Al-Anon helps families of problem drinkers
by Tom Reed
reporter

Editor's Note: This is the second in
a three-part series dealing with alcohol support groups. Due to the sensitive nature of the story the names
have been changed.
Alcoholism is a sickness not only to
the drinker, but often to his/her family as well. While Alcoholics Annonymous deals directly with the problem
drinker, Al-Anon is a group organized
to help the families of alcoholics lead
normal lives.
Al-Anon, an affiliate of AA, uses
AA's serenity prayer and twelve step

method as guidelines for progress,
according to Grace, member of the
group. At the meetings family members relate personal experiences as a
way of helping to solve problems.
The serenity prayer Is recited before and after every meeting to remind members they cannot cure the
alcoholic by themselves. Unfortunately, some group members said
they have tried to take on this task
alone.
"I used to get so frustrated with him
(my husband). Every night I would
sit down and threaten him by telling
him that I was going to leave him if he
didn't stop drinking, but that seemed

only to do more harm than good,"
Phyllis, a group member said.
The local chapter meets every
Tuesday night at the Peace Lutheran
Church in Bowling Green. Attendence
is volun' /v but one obstacle which
plagues
Alateen, and Al-Anon
alike is the reluctance of possible
newcomers to share their problems
with strangers.
"I DID everything I possibly could
to avoid Al-Anon. I thought there was
no way I was going down there and
embarrass myself oy telling my secrets to people I didn't even know,"
Carol, another group member, said.
But as problems at home inten-

sified, Carol said she laid aside her
embarrassment and sought help from
Al-Anon.
"The first meeting I went to I felt
uncomfortable and cried, but I gradually relaxed. The meetings nave
helped me with my problem, and
while it's not solved yet I think I am
on the right track," she said.
Group members said it is important
to remember that the reason for coming to the meetings is to help themselves and not the alcoholic.
"For the longest time I wasn't
really getting anything out of the
meetings. I would go home and continue to be impatient with my kids and
get mad at the littlest things. I finally

realized that at Al-Anon I was the one
who needed help. Since then things
are getting better," Phyllis said.
Bob is an alcoholic and he said AlAnon offers a unique look on how his
drinking has affected the people
around him.
"I thought I would like to see what it
was like on the other side of the fence.
I like listening particularly to what
the wives have to say. I think what I
learn here will make me a better
husband and father," he said.
WHEN LEARNING how to live with
an alcoholic, it is important not to try
to please everyone, according to
Terry, another member of Al-Anon.

"There were times I tried to make
everyone in the family happy. Everyone, that is, except me. That's when I
would get irritable and start yelling. I
think a person needs some time tor
themselves," she said.
The group is furnished with the
book' 'One Day at a Time in Al-Anon"
which gives its members day-to-day
suggestions they should follow.
Phyllis said the books title characterizes her attitude, "Don't be constantly worried about the problem,
because if you do you will go crazy.
There are only 24 hours in one day you
have to try to keep a balance, she
said.

Students,
landlords
plan talks

Planes crash in fog;
93 die in explosion

by Carole Hornberger
reporter

MADRID, Spain (AP) - A Spanish jetliner got lost in fog and taxied into a
Boeing 727 that was accelerating at about 100 mph prior to takeoff from Madrid
airport yesterday, setting off a fiery explosion that killed 33 people, officials
said.
It was the second air disaster in Madrid in 10 days. One survivor of the latest
crash, an American, said he thought neither plane should have been allowed to
take off in the dense fog. The airport, which has no ground radar, had been
closed to incoming flights.
Air traffic control officials said the collision occurred at 9:45 a.m. (3:45 a.m.
EST) when an Iberia Air Lines Boeing 727 carrying 84 passengers, including 40
Japanese, and nine crew members, accelerated to lake off toward the north for
Rome. They said the pilot, after apparently spotting the other jet approaching
on the ground, just managed to get the 727's nose up.
Transport Minister Enrique Baron and Iberia President Carlos Espinosa de
los Monteros said a DC-9 of Aviaco, a domestic Spanish airliner carrying 37
passengers and five crew, got lost while taxiing and collided with the
midsection of the 727, went under it and burst into flames.
SPOKESMEN FOR Iberia, Spain's national airline, and Aviaco said SO
passengers and one crew member aboard Iberia Flight No. 350 to Rome died.
All 37 passengers and five crew members of Aviaco Flight No. 134 to the
northern Spanish city of Santander perished, they said.
Baron had earlier put the number of victims at 104, but it was believed the
higher figure was due to a confusion in the names of the Japanese tourists
traveling on the Boeing 727. An estimated 23 of the survivors of the 727 jetliner
were hospitalized, officials said.
Thomas Goltz, 39, a Madrid resident from El Paso, Texas, and his wife
Sydney, 32, were seated in the back of the Iberia plane and survived the crash
with minor bruises. Goltz, manager of the Singer Co. in Madrid, said neither
plane should have been allowed to leave the airport.
"It (the 727) was just about to take off when we heard this big crunching
sound of metal. The plane sort of broke up in pieces and smoke started to fill
the cabin," Goltz said.
"A crew member was struggling to get the back door open. I grabbed my
wife and jumped out when the door was open and we ran. We found ourselves in
a sort of field with the co-pilot and a badly burned man. We wandered around in
the fog for about 15 minutes and finally were picked up by some people in a
jeep.
On Nov. 27,181 people were killed when a Boeing 747 jumbo jet of Avianca,
the Colombian national airlines, crashed five minutes before landing in Madrid
on a flight from Paris. There were 11 survivors.
The worst crash in aviation history occurred in March 1977 when two jumbo
jets collided on the groud in fog on the Canary Islands, killing 582 people.
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Tis the season.

Plans are again in the works to deal
with problems between student-tenants and landlords by the Student
Consumer Union and the city's Rental
Housing Association.
According to Dave Ryan, chairman
of the Student Consumer Union, last
year's attempts at trying to set up
conferences between the two parties
was considered an excellent idea by
all involved. But time was their biggest enemy.
"We, Mark Dolan, chairman last
year, and I had too much going on last
spring. There just was not enough
time for us to really work on the
project," he said.
Ryan said this year, in conjunction
with the Student Legal Services, he
hopes to set up formal talks with the
t^tfpntff and landlords to "talk and
come up with real solutions to problems."
Many of the problems that still exist
between them, he said, consist of
misunderstanding of lease contracts
and getting repairs. Ryan attributed
this to lack of communication.
Along with these talks, Ryan said
the Student Legal Service and the
Student Consmer Union are setting up
different programs and information
to further the education of tenants and
landlords.

♦t

.. .to be jolly, well, maybe not until next semester's
schedule is more to your liking. As the Christmas season
nears at the University, so does the ritual of "drop/add"
class scheduling sessions in the University Grand Ball
room located on the second floor of the student
Union. (Above) Freshman Michelle Pitt, studying to be an
executive secretary, is assisted with her schedule by Mrs.
Hayden, a scheduling assistant. (Right) Junior psychology
major Brian Smith checks his notes against a list of
courses.

"MOST TENANTS are in the wrong
and they do not realize it," he said.
Ryan said the organizations will be
sending out pamphlets to all students
explaining the legal responsiblities of
renting and leasing. He said he is
hoping students will read them or
refer to them whenever they have
See HOUSE poge 3

Syria releases body, hedges on prisoner's return
by The Associated Press

Syria released the body of U.S.
Navy pilot Lt. Mark Lange yesterday
but said the return of American prisoner Robert Goodman depended on
relations with the United States.
Syria also accused the United
States of direct involvement in the
Lebanon war.
Meanwhile, bombs and rockets
slammed into residential neighborhoods in Christian east Beirut from
Druse positions in the hills overlooking the city. Police reported two civil-

ians killed and 1( wounded by
shrapnel.
The body of Lange, 27, of Fraser,
Mich., was flown by the Marines to
the aircraft carrier independence off
the Beirut coast for its eventual journey home, Maj. Dennis Brooks, the
Marine spokesman said.
Lange's A-6 fighter-bomber was
shot down Sunday in an attack on
Syrian positions in Lebanon's central
mountains. His body was delivered by
the Syrians to the Lebanese army,
which in turn handed it to the Marines.

Syria's state minister for foreign
affairs, Farouk Charaa, told a news
conference in Damascus that Goodman, 26, of Virginia Beach, Va., Lange's bombardier-navigator, was
considered "a prisoner of war."
"HE IS well-treated in accordance
with International rules," Charaa
said. Goodman was captured after he
bailed out of the stricken plane SunCharaa said the conditions for releasing Goodman, the first American
serviceman held prisoner in Syria,
depend "on the development of rela-

tions between Syria and the United
States."
Charaa charged the Marines had
become a party to the Lebanon conflict, saying Sunday's air raid "constitutes tangible proof of U.S.
involvement in Lebanon and the onesided position taken by the Marines in
the internal strife in Lebanon."
Charaa reiterated Syria's determination to fire on U.S. reconnaissance planes flying over Syrian
positions in Lebanon.
In Beirut, President Amin Gemayel
again delayed a decision on whether

to accept or reject the resignation of
Prime Minister Shafik Wazzan and
his Cabinet, which was submitted

Sept as.

Wazzan offered to resign to make
way for a national coalition Cabinet to
steer Lebanon out of eight years of
civil warfare.

Yesterday Thatcher reaffirmed
Britain's commitment to the peacekeeping force. Italy and France,
which also contribute to the force,
gave no indication they will pull out.
The Italian government yesterday
called for a greater peackeeping role
for U.N.troops.

GEMAYEL WILL visit Britain
Monday for talks with Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher on the future of
the multinational peacekeeping force
in Beirut, Lebanese Foreign Ministry
sources said.

In Athens, the Greek government
said the Palestine Liberation Organization has chartered four Greek passenger ships to evacuate PLO
chairman Yasser Arafat and about 4,000 of his fighters from Tripoli.

Phone users may get some surprises in Jan.
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio Bell's
line to its parent company goes dead
Jan. 1, and a utility economist predicts customers across the state will
be in for "some real shocks."
On that date, the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. divests itself
of Ohio Bell ana 21 other operating
phone companies as part of an
agreement reached nearly two years
ago between AT&T and the Justice
Department. Ohio Bell says customers will still use their telephones as
they have in the past, but there will be
changes.
Jane Racster, National Regulatory
Research Institute economist for telecommunications research, says some
of those changes may come aa a
Ve have a public that may not
know what's hit them until January,"
she said. "And there will be some real
shocks."

Among the most important changes
for customers will be one that may go
unnoticed until trouble hits. Once
Ohio Bell and AT&T split, customers
who have been renting their telephones from Ohio Bell will suddenly
be renting them from AT&T. For
most customers, the change will simply mean an extra item on their billsnot an additional charge.
BUT OHIO BELL officials warn
that customers who have equipment
problems will have to be more careful
about who they call for service. If the
problem is in the telephone line, it is
Ohio Bell's resrjonsiblTty. If it's in the
phone set. It's AT&T's problem. If
Ohio Bell makes a service visit and
finds it's AT&T's problem, the customer v.iil pay for the service visit
anyway.
How can customers tell the difference?

"If you've got a couple of phones in
the house and one of them's not working, you can tell it's in the set," Ohio
Bell spokesman Joe Jester said. "Obviously, if you've got a one-telephone
(dud of situation, it could be a problem
- no question about that"
The divestiture also will affect bills,
although how soon the effects will be
felt depends on the Public Utilities
Commission of Ohio, the Federal
Communications Commission and
Ohio Bell has asked the PUCO to
approve a $179 million rate increase
that would raise the cost of a private
line from $12.95 a month to $18.80 a
month. Jester said Ohio Bell is hoping
for a favorable PUCO decision by
Jan. 1.
JESTER SAID the increase would
bring Ohio Bell rates closer to the
company's costs for providing serv-

ice, estimated at about $25 a month.
Bell says long-distance rates have
historically subsidized local rates something which will not be possible
after the divestiture.
"We've been moving closer to cost
for a number of years," Jester said.

"Divestiture just said, "This establishes deadlines for you that you've
got to get to.'"
Business and residential customers
also may notice access charges on
their bills next year. Beginning in
April, Racster said, the FCC has

ordered monthly access charges of $2
a month for residential customers and
$8 a month for each line used by
business customers. The charges
guarantee customers access to longdistance lines whether they use them
or not.

-the bottom line■nde»
• Joon Straumams. academe aeon
and professor of philosphy at Kenyan Buchwald/Wis
College, lectured yesterday here on caripus/lccai
how to choose your child's sex Page 3 state/world
• Pussell McKnight. visiting lecturer in sports
art, has his eyes on Northwest Ohio classifieds
Page5

weather

2
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11
Partly cloudy tday with a high near
30 Clouding over tonight, high 20-25
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—editorial—■ What Ali's punch-drunkness means
Castrating rapists
wrong punishment
In a South Carolina courtroom last week, Judge C. Victor
Pyle Jr., decided to issue an alternative to dealing with
rape. It was, the judge said, the most "horrible" rape case he
had ever heard. And so the Judge proceeded to give three
young men who brutally raped a woman, a choice. They
could choose 30 years in prison or surgical castration.
The unusual sentencing was a result of an incident last
April when the men raped a woman for six hours in a motel
and burned her with a cigarette lighter. Through the ordeal,
she lost four pints of blood.
Pyle believes castration would be a just punishment for the
rape. While we agree that more rigorous sentencing is
needed for rape, we hesitate to condone bodily mutilation as
a means to punish crime.
What Pyle fails to understand is that rape is not a sex act,
but an act of violence. This finding has been proven over and
over again by sociologists and psychologists. Bearing this in
mind, one may conclude that a castrated rapist may vent his
anger and frustration by violently beating up his victims
instead. And then what do we do Judge Pyle, cut off his fists?
The problem with Pyle's rationalization is that he acted
upon his emotional reaction without fully appreciating his
judicial obligations. Pyle's emotional reaction to the rape is
understandable, but the sentencing remains a miscarriage of
justice because it fails to address the true criminal act unabashed violence.

Arrangers of display
deserve our praise
It seems unconscionable to me that
a controversial display, which some
might find offending, could possibly
be censored by UAO in light of questioned plausibility to "community
standards." The fact that some people find the exhibit offending is incidental when balanced against the
First Amendment's guarrantee of
freedom of expression. One would
presume that when exercised within
an educational institution that freedom of expression would be weighed
heavily. The display was an attempt
by concerned individuals to expouse
their views dealing with offensive
images of women depicted through
the media. The display should be
considered as a valuable contribution
to the free flow of ideas that exists in
the academic setting of a university.
It is disheartening that people are not
more tolerant to points of view or
means of expression that are different
than their own. In my opinion, the
coalition from Women for Women and
the Task Force deserve a great deal
of praise for their attempt to educate
Bowling Green students on a subject
that they view harmful to society.
James R. Qucksr
110 Rodgsrs

SLS board asks for
support of legal service
As the end of December approaches
we as students of this University will
be receiving spring semester bills. A
part of this bill will be the newly
installed $2 charge for our pre-paid
legal service program. We are all
aware of the tact that the pre-paid
legal services program has not become operational this semester.
As a member of the Student Legal
Service Board, we have all been very
busy this semester laying the foundation for the future operation of the
program. With the placement of an
advertisement in the Ohio Bar Association Report in the beginning of
December, offers of a pre-paid legal
service should soon become available. These prospective plans will be
presented to the Board of Trustees in
the early spring months. We have
every reason to believe that the program should become operational after the approval of the Board of
Trustees.

Also as members of the Pre-law
Society of Bowling Green State University we would also like to encourage the student body to continue the
excellent support that it has shown
through the response this last semester to the Student Legal Services Inc.
You as students have been extremely
patient and understanding as to the
delay in the operation of a pre-paid
legal service at Bowling Green State
University. We appreciate this and
merely ask for you continued support
this spring semester. Look for the
introduction of the Student Legal
Services Inc. next semester, and have
a Happy Hanukkah and a Merry
Christinas.
Mario Bridges
Accountability Chairman SLS Board
Pre-law Society Rapraasntstlve
Holly H.rrl.
President of the Prelaw Society

We're disadvantaged
without legal advice
Next semster, the legal services
program will begin operating. The
Student Consumer Union strongly endorses this program and urges all
students to support it as well.
Caseworkers at the Student Consumer Union often see students at a
disadvantage because they lack adequate legal advice or representation.
SCU also sees many students misinformed or unaware of their legal
rights and responsibilities. Typical
cases students find themselves involved in are; unreturned security
deposits, repair problems, D.W.I.'s or
eviction proceedings. Legal services
can help students in all these situations.
The Legal Services program will
also sponsor educational programing
in the form of lectures, seminars, and
informational pamphlets regarding
legal rights and responsibility. This
preventative and educational approach is hoped to benefit the entire
student body.
Students don't have to participate
by paying the J2 semester activity fee
but we at SCUthink that you ought to.
Saving time, money, headaches and
possibly learning something are what
you have to gain.
Dave Ryan
Chairman
The Student Consumer Union
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In my childhood memories of the
1940s, one thing glows with special
warmth - the Joe Louis fights I saw in
movie theaters. For one thing, I constantly won money from my father
whenever Louis boxed. For another,
Louis was the first fighter I saw in
slow-motion film, and the graceful
long swirling out of his body to the
point of contact with the left Jab was
simply beautiful.
Those films made me an ardent
fight fan for the next three decades of
my life. But Louis' descent from fame
was not graceful - so that Muhammad
All said he would never end up like
Joe Louis.
Ali has been a more intense part of
life in my own home than Loius was in
my parents' house. I was a graduate
student coming home from class
when my wife told me to hurry upstairs and look at our tiny black-andwhite television. She was watching,
she told me, the most beautiful body
she had ever seen - young Cassius
Clay winning his gold medal at the
Olympics.

Marc Dalph
Llta L. Inmon
Patrick Sandor
Owl. Sruih
Robort A. w.kh

I won some more money from my
father on Clay's early fights. As Muhammad Ali, the man became my
children's hero - so much so that my
younger son had to leave the room,
unable to watch any more, when it
became clear that Ali was losing to
Ken Norton. (We did not know, at the
time, that he was fighting with a
broken jaw). Our whole family went
to the Baltimore Civic Center to see a
direct-line broadcast of the Frazier
fight in Manila - that epic of destruction, from which neither man fully
recovered.
So it was heartbreaking, this many
years after, to find the rumors confirmed. My wife and I, talking to our
hero this month in New York, could
not believe how the tongue had
slowed, the eyes dimmed. This was
the man as quick, once, with his
tongue as with his fists, the wittiest
andprettiest of fighters, as well as the
best.
We, like most of his fans, did not
want to believe it. But the facts had to
come out; they are published with
sympathy in the current "Playboy,"
where Ali talks about his fears that

his brain was damaged in the ring.
All our hopes that a black boxer
would take full control of his life and
teach things to the rest of the country
now seem blighted - are they? There
is one thing Au still may teach us, by a
kind of redemptive sacrifice of himself, niogicallv, I find myself more
moved by Ali's impairment than by
the death of other fighters - and I find
that other people feel the same.
It Is ungenerous of us to feel that
way. Ali meant something to us, and
to millions. But he is alive. The dead
meant more to their relatives and
friends than All has meant to my
family. It is a simple failure of imagination not to let their grief change our
views of boxing.
But, just or not, the emotion is there
in All's case, and it should be acted
on. Any sport that can turn an incandescent human being such as Ali into
a dUminishingly majestic stumblebum
is inhuman. It unmakes human excellence. It is at war with the thought and
health and life of its participants,
which are slowly consumed before
our eyes, for our enjoyment. It harms

us, as human beings, to acquiesce in
the harm the sport does to the performers. To attend fights, or pay for
them, or support them by watching
them on televsion, is the action of
barbarians.
The worst defense of boxing is the
one I hear too often - that it was a path
out of the ghetto for men like Louis
and Ali. The same thing could have
been said in Rome for the gladiators
who got taken up by society. Others
must die for our entertainment so that
their conquerors can snare our
blessed company. Since we will not
help the poor, we will praise ourselves
if one or two scramble out of the pit of
poverty, over the dead bodies or deadened brains of their brothers.
This is not sport. It is savagery. If
Ali's condition teaches us that, then
the damage done him can heal us.
Ali's last loss of his title was called, by
sportwriters, the end of an era. If
there is any decency left in our society, it should spell the end of boxing.
Garry Wills Is a columnist for the
Universal Press Syndicate.

People interpret advertisements on own
by Timothy Thompson

Have you noticed that people interpret the world around them in different ways? Have you ever wondered if
there is such a thing as a "right"
interpretation? Some would like to
think there is a "correct" way of
looking at things - usually their way.
It would be awfully boring if there
was only one correct way of looking at
things.
That's why this business of being a
commentator is so much fun. To analyze different people's ideas of "what
is out there;" to explore new
thoughts, and the problems and
prides of civilizations; to boldly
So... Beam us up Scotty, it's getting
eep down here.
Just a glance at this page yesterday
revealed some of the many different
ways people look at things. The editorial was dealt with the misrepresentation of women in society (concerned
with the display in the Union), and we
were asked to please not buy these
"images of women." No, I will not
buy those images.
Instead, I'll invest my money in
images of men as moha wked, tattoed,
neon heroes, prancing around in
painted-on jeans. Or I'll invest in Man
the Cowboy, ever so tough, emotionless, scared to death that he might cry
some day for fear of social disgrace. I
could always sink my money into the
image of Americans as materialists,
the "you care what you own" mentality.
If I would have bought into the
image of American education that
some people hold - that it is poor in
quality - then I wouldn't have invested in this University. It's nice to
know that many people don't believe
or accept the images that others
might try to implant in us. Women
and men can be relieved to know that

everyone has the ability to disagree
with the images that bombard us
daily.
Now, how should we interpret the
"images of women" that is displayed
in the Union? Well, we could see it as
degrading to the feminine gender. Or
we could look at it as art forms, as
many people throughout the centuries
have regarded the female body as the
most beautiful of nature's works. We
could view the pieces in the display as
a statement on the morality of our
generation - and that morality can be
either good or bad - depending on how
you look at it.
Our images of the same object can
be dramatically different. One person's filth is another person's idea of
beauty. Where some might view a
phenomenon as a marketing strategy,
others might see it as a degradation of
the human race. I do wish that some
people would stop trying to tell me
what my image of something is. They
don't know. My image of things is
personal property, and for someone to
tell me what my image should be, or
to insinuate that they know what my
image is, borders on insulting my
intelligence.
This is not to say we shouldn't
debate and attempt to remove things
we think are harmful to the thoughts
of society. This is to say there are
some self-appointed moralists out
there who claim to know "what society thinks," and are telling people
what they should think.
Women should beware of those who
will treat them as second-class citizens, and I hope that the recent sexual
conscious-raising battles are working
- that more people do perceive an
equality of the sexes. It's unfortunate,
though, that in this battle some have
found it necessary to support a negative image of men: man the sexist,
the calculating oppressor, the power-

hungry maniac who always must be
on top, the evil being who delights in
using and abusing women. It's a
multi-way street - there are negative
portrayals of everyone floating
around out there. We can always find
negative niews of ourselves, if that's
what we choose to look for. I'd rather
look at it as people playing with

symbolic meanings - and keeping
laughing about the world rather than
cry about it.
Timothy Thompson, a cartoonist and
columnist for the News, is a doctoral
student in interpersonal and public
communication.

Short Cuts

Reagan aids say Feldstein 's a traitor
by Art Buchwald

There is only one worse sin than to
lie in the Reagan White House and
that is to tell the truth.
The latestperson to discover this is
Dr. Martin Feldstein, the chairman of
the president's Council of Economic
Dr. Feldstein's job is to advise the
president on the future of the economy, regardless of political race,
ideological creed and bookkeeping
color.
What is driving Mr. Reagan's political advisers up the wall is that Dr.
Feldstein has not been painting the
same rosy future of the economy that
the president intends to use in his reelection campaign.
Last week the Harvard professor
was called on the carpet once again
by the president's inner circle.
They made him put his right hand
on the federal budget.
"Do you swear to tell the economic
truth, the whole economic truth, and
nothing but the economic truth, so
help you God?"

respond

Aut. Managing Editor..Carolyn Von Schoik
HIM*.

by Parry Will*

The BG News Editorial Page is
the campus forum for comments
regarding articles in The News or
important issues concerning the
University and its community.
Guest columns from members of
the University community are
gladly accepted. If you would like
to write a "commentary" column
please contact the editorial editor.

<

Dr. Feldstein said, "I do."
"You see," Reagan's right-hand
man said, "I told you he wasn't a
teamplayer."
"Why do you have to tell the truth
during an election year?" another
right-hand presidential aide asked
him.
"Because I'll look like an idiot if I
don't," Dr. Feldstein said. "We're
going to have to face up to a $200billion deficit in 1965 that could destroy any hope of a recovery. The only
way to deal with it is to raise taxes
and cut back on military spending."
"Dr. Feldstein," a third right-hand
aide said, "you're not only not a team
player, you're a Benedict Arnold."
'Xook," said Dr. Felstein, "here
are the figures. I'm not making any r'
this up."
"Don't back up your argument with
figures," the first right-hand man
said. "That's the coward's way out.
Do you realize you are making the
deficit a political issue?"
"But the president made it a political issue in 1980, and that's one of the

reasons he won," Dr. Feldstein protested.
"That was before it became his
budget deficit. Your job is to give us
economic reasons to show why a $200
billion deficit is good for the economy."
"How can I do that?" Dr. Feldstein
said. "If the government had to go out
on the public market and borrow
money to pay its debts, it will send
interest rates sky-high, and the private sector won't be able to afford to
borrow money to keep the recovery
going. Doesn't anybody here want to
deal with reality?''
"We're only willing to deal with one
kind of reality," a right-hand man
said. "And that's getting the president re-elected. Now you either shut
up about budget deficits or get off the
team."
"I don't want to get off the team,"
Dr. Feldstein said. "I believe I'm
serving the president by telling him
the truth about the economic future of
the country. If he gets re-elected and
doesn't realize what lies ahead for

Clear Views
OX L£T*> GO OVER
THIS ONE MORE TIME..
WE 8oY A NEW MICROPHONE, RIGHT?

him he'll become the laughingstock of
the nation."
"All right, doctor," the hardest
right-hand aide said. "You haven't
got the message, so we're going to
have to play rough."
"I'm not going to listen to any more
of this claptrap," Dr. Feldstein said,
and walked out.
"Bring in Larry Speakes," someone
said.
The president's press secretary
came in with his notepad.
"Larry," said the chief aide. "Dr.
Feldstein refuses to be a team player.
At your next press briefing we want
Ci go out ana ridicule him in front of
entire White House press corps."
"Oh boy," Larry said. "This is
going to be fun. Can I mispronounce
his name every time I say It?"
"Give the wimp the full treatment,"
the aide said. "You can use every joke
about him in your book. We're going
to get rid of Dr. Gloom one way or the
other."
Art Buchwald is a columnist from the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Parents can ensure sex of child
THESE INCLUDE:

by Marie Dl Vlncenzo
stall teporiet

Tevye, the father in Fiddler on the
Roof, often complained because he
had five children who were all female,
and he had to find husbands for each.
But, "today if you care enough, you
can insure the sex of your child," Dr.
Joan Straumanis, academic dean and
Srfessor of philosophy at Kenyon
liege, said yesterday during a lecture sponsored by the Women's Studies Department entitled "Sex
Selection: The Public Impact of Private Choices."
According to Straumanis, there are
ways to determine or "manipulate"
the sex of a human offspring, although they may be expensive and
illegal.

House

fetus followed by abortion. Straumanis said this method is illegal, and
• Increasing or decreasing the level of therefore is done secretly, but today
acid or alkaline in the vaginal tract. A doctors are able to make a more
higher acid level produces more fe- accurate diagnosis of a fetus' sex.
males, and a higher alkaline level
produces more males. But this
Straumanis said problems arising
method is considered ineffective, from this "parental control" may
Straumanis said.
include: reduced fertility rates, altered sex ratios, increased crime
• Separating the sperm that carries rates and negative effects for family
the X chromosomes from the sperm birth orders and single-sex families.
There are no logical solutions to
that carries the Y chromosomes. This
method, developed by a biologist from these problems, she added.
Stanford University, is used oy dairy
ABOUT two-thirds of American and
farmers on their cows to insure a
superior breed, she said. It is difficult Western European women said if they
and expensive because each sperm had a choice, they would prefer to
cell must be examined and the de- have a male first and a female secsired sperm must be reinserted in the ond, Straumanis said, but other culvagina, she added.
tures show an even greater desire to
bring males into the world.
In China, as a result of an anti• Postconceptual diagnosis of the

There has always been an interest
in determining the sex of human
offspring, Staumanis said, and the
preference has usually been for
males.
Through the years, several folk
tales have been told to young couples
who want to insure their chances of
giving birth to males, she said.
For example, if a couple wants to
have males, they should bring an axe
in to bed with them, position their bed
in a north-south direction and, during
intercourse, the woman should pinch
the man's right testicle.
Similar folk tales for couples desiring females are rare, Straumanis
said.

. . .from page one

problems.
Ryan also said the Student Legal
Service will act as a mediator to try to
solve problems without having to go
through the actual legal process.
"Students feel more comfortable
dealing with us (Student Consumer
Union)," he said. "There are no

hassles regarding professional services."
Ryan said they are not an adversarial group. They would like to work
with them.

rentals as well as give advice and
answering questions concerning the
telephone company, the police and
fire departments, and municipal utilities.

The Consumer Union will be offer
ing an off-campus housing fair Feb. 14
which will provide lists of available

"This will be our chance to do
something for the community," he
said.

FRITO LAY
RUFFLES OR REGULAR
POTATO CHIPS

99*

2 LITER BOTTLE
DIET OR REGULAR
COKE
REGULAR OR DIET
7-UP OR LIKE

8 OZ. BAG

A 99*

6 PACK CAN

$1.19

COLD 24 RETURNABLES OR BEER BALLS
LARGE SELECTION IMPORTS-COLD WINES
STATE MINIMUM PRICES
D.Q. BUILDING

fertility movement, many parents who realize they would lose social and
educational benefits - are killing their
children at birth if they are female.

RACKETEERS

FC. R.R. TRACKS

"My mother-in-law gave me this bit
of advice during my first pregnancy,"
she said. "She always told me if I
wanted to have a boy, I should eat
pointy foods like bananas and hot
dogs. I did, but my first child was a
girl."

Every
Thursday
is
margarita specials
and

Fiesta
Platter

Tostada, Taco, Enchilada, Spanish
rice and retried Beans
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Seekingjiewjob skills, training.

Non-traditional students eager to learn
by Dtna Horwectel
reporter

Non-traditional students
make op a surprisingly
part of the student
. at the University.
These students have concerns and problems that
many traditional students
do not
According to Joan Bissland, director of evening
credit and adult learner
services, there is a wide
variety of people that con-

stitute the non-traditional
student group.
The non-traditional student is often self-defined
by age (past the age of 22)
and lifestyle,
said.
Many decide to come
back to school if they have
little opportunity for advancement in their Jobs, or
if they need certain skills
for their jobs, such as computer classes. Many take
unemployment as an op-

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS

KAFKA:
A STORYTELLER FOR TODAY
DECEMBER MO
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE 8:00 p.m.
Tickets '1.50 at the door

portunlty to come back to
get the education they've
always wanted, Bissland
said.
Saundra Smith, a nontraditional social work major from Fostoria, said the
hardest part for her was
"getting my mind into organizational thinking."
She said she came back
to school because "it was
something I always
wanted to do." She said her
family was very supportive and her children were
"pretty excited."
BISSLAND SAB) parents who go back to school
usually have a positive effect on their children, because they learn by what
their parents do. Bissland
also said the child sees the
parent in a new light, as a
person who has needs, too.
The child can help the
parent meet their needs by
helping out at home. Smith

said her children are a big
help at home.
Dr. Edieann BiesbrockDidham, director of marketing and production for
Continuing Education, said
the majority of non-traditional students go through
the Continuing Education
Office.
There are several options for non-traditional
students, she said. Often
students choose to take
night courses. Many students also choose to mainstream and take courses in
the day. She said still others alternate between day
and night courses.
Didham also said there
are telecourses offered
through WBGU-TV,
courses offered off campus
through other universities,
and a non-credit program
for the development of
special interests. Students
can also take courses as an
unclassified student.

A STUDENT can take up
mm
Xf MM»»MMM»«MMM»lllil»»«l
t to 16 hours of credit on this
jgS { plan. Bissland said this is a

Christmas Sales

makes it a lot easifind out if they can handle er. .. they weren't saying
'that's crazy', but 'good for
college.
She said non-traditional you,'" Smith said.
Becky Lohmann, sophostudents usually make excellent students because more social work major,
said her mother, Gerry
the motivation is there.
Many traditional stu- Lohmann, decided to go
dents come to college back to school after she
straight out of high school was married. Becky Lohbecause they don't con- mann said because her
sider or have other options. mother went back to school
She said non-traditional she feels she and her
students have experienced brother and sister are
other options, and have more mature and responsidecided to come back be- ble due to the added recause they really want to. sponsibilities they had to
"Non-traditional stu- take on at home to help
dents give a lot to under- their mother out.
Baduates because of the "I think it's a good idea if
e experiences they've they (the parents) sit down
and tell their kids why
had," Bissland said.
"I don't feel it's unnatu- they're doing it and they
ral to be here. They (tradi don't ignore what their
tional students) don't treat kids need," Becky Lohme differently, and I enjoy mann said.
talking to them," Smith
Lisa Guider, freshman
said.
She said it took awhile to
undeclared major, said "I
Set used to relinquishing think it's a great idea if
er authority to a teacher they want a better educaand to being a student.
tion which they couldn't
"WHEN EVERYBODY get when they were
is encouraging you it younger."

BINDING

for yourself or gifting

SPIRAL BINDING

Oxford Blouses
Asst. Stripes
Reg 20.00-22.00
now I 3 . .7 J

Corduroy
Skirts

wide wale
Camel, navy, green, grey
Reg 24.00

100% w6ol-woolblends
solids, tweeds, plaids

325 E. Wooster SI.
(Across From Teco Bell)

J54j397T

100% acrylic
Reg 22.00

■—""

HOT
OVEN

Cable
Turtlenecks
,$12.99

40% off

j

Open 7 Dtys

ITS
MUM

SANDWICH

Fall Suits

Burmuda Reg 12TX)
now 7.99
Vinyls - leathers

wool, polyester,
velveteen

24 OUNCE!
$3.29 each

25% - 40% off

25% - 40% off

warzv's
DELICATESSEN
1068 North Main

Open Evenings Mon thru Fri until Dec. 23
525 Ridge

'2

Ornament Workshop -Registration deadline will end
at 5 p.m. today for the Dec.
10 workshop demonstrating wheat weaving, cross
stitching and sculpturing.
Fee of $5 includes materials to complete three ornaments. Open to all. UAO
office, third Door, Union.
Balloon-A-Grami - Send a
message to someone special! Balloon- A-Grams
sold today through Friday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in
University Hall. Delivered
Dec. 14 to on- and off-campus students. Charge is 50
cents. All proceeds go to
the Ronald McDonald
House.
Registration - Spring semester evening class registration will be from 5:307:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Union.
Open to evening students
(undergraduates and graduates attending classes after 5 p.m. only). Sponsored
by the Office of Continuing
Education.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.

Doubles'

Two 14" Chmi Plzzaa For One Low Price Of $8.95

Off any 1 item
14" Doubles
One coupon per pizza.
Flit, Free Delivery
1616 E. Woosler
352-1539

Ho r

STYLE!

Handbags

The POWDER PUFF

Sale - There will be an art,
books, and crafts sale in
the basement of the United
Christian Fellowship
Church at the corner of
Thurstin and Ridge
streets. The sale will be
today and Friday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. and on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
fjn. Also on Friday from
-5 p.m. have your sesquicentennial photo taken for
$5. For further information
call 352-7534.
Video Tournament - The
UAO Video tournament
will be from 11 a.m. to 6
p.m. in the Hall of Games
at the Union. Competitors
will play Qubert, Defender, Centipede, Kangaroo or Star Wars for 10
minutes. Highest scorer
will receive a T-shirt. Entry fee of $1 includes tokens. Open to all
registered participants.
Coffee - International Coffee Hours will hold an informal gathering from 24:30 p.m. in the International Lounge, 17 Williams
Hall. Free and open to all.
Sponsored by the World
Student Association.

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers'1'

kinko's copies

now'14.99

Blazers

|

Dec. 8. 1983

Now you can nave two delicious.
14" chesse pizzas tor the price ot
one. And we use only the freshest ingredients and 100% real
dairy cheese.
You're not seeing double. It's
|uat our latest way to say that
Domino's Pizza Delivers. And we
deliver at no additional charge in
30 minutes or less. That's the
Domino's Pizza guarantee.

" s:
Fast, Free
4:00-2:00 Sun.-Thrus. Delivery"'
4:30-3:00 Fri. & Sat.
Domino's Doubiat
Two 14" cheese pizzas lor $8.65
Additonal Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions.
Green Peppers, Ground Beef.
Sausage, Ham, Double Cheese,
Green Otves
99* per Hem

352-1539
1616 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

rebate

Chic will give you a *5 rebate coupon
with every pair of Chic Young Collector
-—and Junior jeans you purchase! ——

352-8434

Hlsfereris- Gladfeax
PRE-CHRISTMAS

SALE
SAVE TO

30% OFF
Men's and Ladies
Better Traditional
clothing & sportswear

-FREE GIFT WRAP W/PURCHASE
OPEN TIL 8:00 MON-FRI

fttB Sjabtj'a ®uieeoa
101 N. MAIN ST. THE 4 CORNERS DOWNTOWN B.G.

s

5 rebate

Chic basic and fashion denim and corduroy jeans. The
leans that are sized for a proportioned fit! Receive
$5 back from Chic with every pair purchased Offer good
now through December 31, 1963.
Juniors. Reg. $19-S34, with rebate $14-$29
Young Collectors. Reg. 29.99-S37, sale 24.99-S32
Jeans (D121/662) all Macy's Cn,c corduroy in Junior sizes only.

macys
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He's aiming his camera at Northwest Ohio
"I have very important formal concerns when
making these photographs, ultimately I want them
to be clear and informative, to speak for themselves. They must be designed so well that the
design is not immediately apparent, the subject is",
McKnight said.

Story and photos by
Mary Pencheff
The interest and enthusiasm of
a 24-year-old Bowling Green
University instructor, Russell
McKnight, visiting lecturer in
art, has led him to undertake a
[ihotographic survey of the
andscape and architecture of
the Black Swamp Area of
Northwest Ohio.
Raised in Maine, McKnight
said he is "fascinated with the
open space. I began taking rides
every day. I would pick a road
and just follow it for miles to see
where it went."
Through research, McKnight
learned that the Black Swamp
area received its name from the
fact that 100 years ago much of
land was swamp and oak forests.
Because it was difficult to
E netrate, the area was avoided
Indians and travelers.
It wasn't until the 1880's that
the swamps were finally
drained,and the trees cut so that,
according to McKnight, "it's all
manmade, built from scratch,
even the landscaping. Because of
its origins this is one of the

richest farming areas in the
United States.*
McKnight describes his
photographic survey as "a long
term project that gets more
involved as I go along." Recently
he has been concentrating on the
area's grain elevators, and said
he plans a series on them as part
of the project.
"Beginning in the spring I
would like to photograph the
landscape over a full year's
cycle from planting to harvest,"
he said. He hopes to receive a
faculty grant to assist in
publishing the series as a book,
as well as to exhibit them here in
Bowling Green.
McKnight came to Bowling
Green in 1981 to teach Art
Foundations. He is a graduate of
the University of Maine, where
he studied art, print making and
drawing. He recieved a master
of fine arts degree from the
University of Michigan in 1981,
where he studied photography.
Since his arrival at Bowling
Green State University he
developed and now teaches
several photography courses
within the School of Art.

With 5x7 camera mounted on a tripod. McKnight photographs the Pembervllle Ohio grain elevator. Because of its large negative size, the
view camera provides the increased texture and detail McKnight Is looking for.

Contact print, (upper left), from one of four photographs taken by McKnight of the Pembervllle grain elevator. McKnight. (at left),
adjusts his camera settings for another exposure. (Above). McKnight sets up his camera near the grain elevator waiting patiently for birds to
settle on a telephone wire, for an elevator worker to walk Into the frame, or for the caboose of a passing train to reach a certain point
before opening the shutter.
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Oil shareholders await decision
FINDLAY, Ohio (AP) Lawyers for dissident Marathon Oil Co. shareholders,
who are upset over the
price they received for
their stock when the firm
merged with U.S. Steel
Corp., insisted yesterday
that shareholders should
have been paid a proportionate value of the company's assets.
fcut a lawyer representing Marathon attacked the
stockholders' interpretation of the state law which
allowed the challenge of
the $6 billion merger, saying the law refers to the
value of a piece of stock.
The statements came in

the closing arguments of a
civil trial ui Hancock
County Common Pleas
Court to determine the
"fair cash value" of a
share of Marathon stock
before the March 11,1962,
merger.
Judge Robert Walker
gave no sign when be
would rule.
Throughout a six-week
trial, lawyers for the dissident shareholders contended that Marathon used
several methods to block
other bidders trying to buy
the company. That resistance reduced the market
value of the stock, they
said.
U.S. Steel made a two-

part bid for Marathon in
November 1911. It offered
1125 a share for the first 51
percent of company stock
and 12-year notes worth
$100 at maturity for the
remaining 49 percent of the
shares.
THE CASE is a consolidation of 12 claims by
about 400 shareholders
with 135,000 shares of Marathon stock. Those shares
have been placed in escrow
and are earning interest
based on the $MV&. Steel
notes.
"There is nothing in the
Ohio statute to Indicate
that the shareholders
should receive the value of

an intangible piece of personal property (stock),
rather than fair cash value
of the entity," John Duffey, one of the lawyers for
the dissidents, said.
Kenneth Weinberg, another lawyer for the dissidents, said that from the
time the deal was made
between U.S. Steel and
Marathon, the oil company
was, in effect, run by the
steel giant, which had final
say on major deals.
He accused Marathon
lawyers of redefining apprasials of the company s
assets once the dissident
shareholders filed suit.
Those apprasials estimated Marathon's value at

upwards of $200 a share.
the state statute clearly
"Nobody could explain refers to the value of a
what happened to that piece of stock, not the ascompany that all of Wall sets of Marathon.
Street valued at more than
CINCINNATI (AP) He said U.S. Steel was a
With the holidays ap$200 a share. When it got willing buyer and Marinto litigation, the lawyers athon was a willing seller
proaching, federal officials
were calling (the appra- in the merger.
are keeping an eye on Ohio
sials) theoretical valustore candies to make sure
"I dent think the legisthey're not for adults only.
ations. They weren't lature could have been any
calling them conservative
Kentucky and Nevada
Cwr on what it meant,''
are the only two states that
estimates anymore,"
uch said. "It would be
Weinberg said.
permit the production or
strange to have all those
"(Marathon) has gone to billions that the company
sale of chocolates laced
great pains saying what a is admittedly worth aswith liquors and cordials.
terrible job they did when signed to a share."
It is illegal to transport
such candies across state
they valued their own aslines, leaving law enforcesets," Weinberg said.
Strauch said trial testi
ment officials with another
mony showed the value of
item to watch for in addiJOHN STRAUCH, a the stock was much less
Cleveland lawyer rep- than paid by U.S. Steel in
tion to illegally transresenting Marathon, said the merger.
ported cigarettes and
alcohol.
"I don't ask where people live, but I think half of
our customers come from
Cincinnati," Lena Wagner,
':•:•:•:■:•:•:•:•:•::£ owner of the Kozy Kitchens
in Covington and Florence,
said.
I WE'RE FIGHTING
| Ky.,
Last Christmas, agents
the federal Food and
FOR YOUR LIFE $ from
Drug Administration confiscated and destroyed
AMERICAN
nearly 1,000 pounds, or
$25,000, worth of illegal
chocolate from a downtown Cincinnati store. The
%:K::::i:Bm-:«:;wW::::::v:| store was shipped choco-

American

AND
for

Spiked sweets
illegal in Ohio

Heart

Association

For Your Shopping
^Convenience ^

Are You Interested in The Issues of

War,andPeace
the
Role of The Military
in a free society?

lates spiked with liquor, 80proof, from a Belgian firm.
The FDA considers chocolates laced with liquors
and cordials to be "adulterated foods" under a 1906
law which attempted to
keep such candies out of
the hands of children
according to Raymond
Newberry, director of regulatory guidance for the
FDA.
THE LAW says any confection bearing or containing an alcohol content
in excess of one-half of 1
percent cannot be imported, produced or sold in
48 states.
"It's the confection companies," Newberry said.
'"They just believe that
candy is for children."
Wagner said she can
soak cherries in bourbon
for up to a week, and the
end result will "make your
hair stand on end." They
sell for (30 per pound.
The Kozy Kitchen will
custom-make chocolates
filled with nearly any kind
of alcohol.

FALL 1984 LISTING
AVAILABLE

Philosophy M-340-Military Ethics
MWF; 2:30pm

•
•
•
•
•

Dr. James Child, the instructor , uses guest speakers
from the military and the peace movement, discussions,
debates and films ("Breaker Morant," "Dr. Strangelove,"
"The Day After") to explore Viet Nam and its consequences, nuclear war, military spending, the draft, etc.
For further information, stop at the Philosophy Dept.. ShaUel Hall
217; or call 372-2117. Course outlines will be available in Monday,
December 5th and thereafter.

516 E. Merry Ave.
Field Manor Apts.
Ridge Manor Apts.
Frazee Ave. Apts.
Green Briar North

Many others Featuring:
1, 2, or 3 Bedroom apts-.-Effieawafjaj, Whole houses ■»,

Atari Computers plus rebates make a great Christmas

352-0717

Call us or Stop By
Green Briar, Inc. 224 E. Wooster
.M

Tis' the season
for Chicken McNuggets" and
McDonaldV Gift Certificates!
299.94 Our price
99.86 Our price

"" 100.00 Atari rebate

~" 50.00 Alan rebate

49.86

Cost alter rebate

Atari 400 Personal Computer
Learning and entertainment center with a 16K programmable memory, color graphics, 4-votce sound system and
a variety ot accessories Popular entertainment (Pac-Man,
Centipede), educational and home management programs
are available to add to this basic system.

199.94

Cost alter rebate

Atari 1200XL Home Computer
The Atari 1200XL Computer has it all! 64K RAM computing
power, compact, streamlined profile, unique, state-of-theart features. Brilliant 256-color graphics and 4-vcnce sound,
electronically lockable full-stroke keyboard, user self-test
system, help key, foreign character set to communicate in
European languages, four advanced programmable function keys and left-hand side loading for easy cartridge
insertion, plus more.

39.90

364.88

Data Cassette Recorder
Allows you to use the many quality
programs available on cassette
tapes as well as save programs
that you write yourself. #410

Atari Disc Drive
Store text, data or
programs permanently on compact,
easy-to-handle 5'/«"
diskettes. Each
holds up to 127K
bytes of information #1050

Norman Rockwell
Ornament I SRKK
when you buy a 5B0_ book of
McDonaldVGift Certificates

"Designed from a 1933 Saturday F.vtniiir /'oil
cover illustration by Norman Rockwell. ©IvX. CPC
Ornament compliments of McDonalds and
The Coca-Cola Company. While supplies last.
Good friends and the holidays just go together naturally. Almost as naturally as
McDonald's new 20-piece Chicken McNuggets and parties. Hot and hearty
chunks of boneless chicken. McNuggets are a party food everyone wil enjoy.
And each 20-piece ctjmes with your choice of three of our tasty sauces:
barbeque, sweet 'n' sour, honey and hot mustard.

89.62 Our price
— 3000 Atari rebate
05j»Oafc Cost after rebate
Atari 2600 Gam* Console
Inclodes Pac-Man game cartridge at no extra cost. Also
receive from Atari a coupon book worth SAO on selected
2600 game cartridges. Good through March, 1984.

Good Values Every
Day for Family,
Horn*, Auto It Farm

149.94 Our price
— 3&00 Atari rebate

Twenty-piece Chicken McNuggets, McDonald's Gift Certificates and the
holidays... they were made to share!

Cost after rebate
Atari 5200 Super System Game Console
Includes Pac-Man game cartridge at no extra cost.
RMJW^F

Hie «sss» General Store
Andersons

518 Illinois Ave., Maumee • Mon.-Sat. 8-9 • Sun. 10-5

ASK OUR MANAGER ABOUT
OUR STUDENT BIRTHDAY PARTIES. . .

wm

1470 E. WOOSTER STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OH
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Slain woman's benefits wrongly awarded?
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - John
Scfarader should have received the
1118,000 in life insurance benefits on
bis dead wife, not the woman's father,
following dismissal of a civil court
case involving the unsolved killing,
Shrader's lawyer says.
In an appeal filed over the Frankin
County Common Pleas Court ruling,
lawyer James Albers contends that
Shrader should not have been required to defend himself in the "civil
murder".
And once the trial began in July, it

should not have ended with Judge
William Gillie awarding the money to
Mrs. Shrader's father, Dale Wolford
of Ashland, Ohio.
In a 33-page appeal brief, Albers
argued that Ohio law requires a criminal homicide conviction before life
insurance proceeds can be denied to a
beneficiary. No one has been charged
in the killing.
In life insurance claims, a specific
state law to that effect overrides the
common-law rule that a wrongdoer
cannot benefit from his crimes, Albers contends.

SHRADER, 36, of Columbus, filed
suit in Franklin County Common
Pleas Court in 1962 seeking the proceeds from life insurance his slain
wife, a 25-year-old accountant, carried through her employer.
Wolford countersued as his dau
tar's secondary beneficiary, clain
Shrader waa the killer and thus
entitled to the money.
Mrs. Shrader was found strangled
to death in a downtown parking garage on Oct. 22,1961.
Judge Patrick West ruled in Octo-

ber 1962 that Wolford's civil murder
claim could proceed to trial West
then excused himself from the case.
Gillie presided over a five-week
jury-waived trial. It ended abruptly
Aug. 23 when the judge dismissed
Shrader's claim because be refused to
answer questions about an alleged

"SB**then awarded Wolford the
insurance proceeds but held up distri-

bution of the money pending appeal.
Daniel Kinser, a witness who later
admitted perjury, testified for
Shrader that he saw bum marks on

the back of Shrader's hands the night
before the strangulation.
BUT KINSER recanted that testimony a few days later, saying he had
lied about the burn marks because
Shrader offered him 690,090.
Gillie ruled the alleged bribe was
relevant to the trial and ordered
Shrader to answer questions about it
posed by one of Wolford's lawyers.
Shrader refused, claiming a Fifth
Amendment right against self incrimination.
"The testimony in question was

r

W. Va. paid $179,239 for fish kill
WHEELING, W.Va.
(AP) -The state Department of Natural Resources
has been paid the largest
assessment yet in west
Virginia for a fish kill, as a
result of an incident on the
Ohio River in September,
DNR officials say.

DNR Director David
r^«Hfgti»n sgid his agency
baa received a cheat for
$179,239 from Picoma Industries. The DNR had de-

manded the money after
cyanide from Picoma's
Eastern Plating Plant in
Martins Ferry, Ohio, near
Wheeling killed an estimated 1.5 million Ohio
River fish in September.
"Obviously someone
wasn't doing their job,"

In accordance with the
state Water Pollution Control Act, the money will be
deposited in the natural
resources game fish and
aquatic life fund, Callaghan said. The funds are
used to stock game fish
and restore other aquatic
life, he said

that the company was very
concerned about criminal
prosecutions or civil
suits."

BERNIE DOWLER, of
the DNR's wildlife division, said the agency plans
to restock the river with

Pjllaghan said "I guess

northern pike, largemouth
bass ana hybrid striped
"This has already begun
with the November stocking of nearly a thousand 5
to 9-inch hybrid striped
bass in the fish kill area."
Dowler said
DNR water resources division chief David Robinson said the payment
shows that the law is working.
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SCHOLARSHIPS FOR MEDICAL STUDENTSl
Medical school costs are rising every day They're!
climbing faster than many students can handle with~l
out the right kind of financial help If you're a medical I
student, the Air Force may have the best answer for!
you. We offer an excellent scholarship program mail
can ease the financial strain ot medical or osteopathy I
school and allow you to concentrate on your studies. I
Participation is based on competitive selection Let the!
AJr Force make an investment in your professional!
future. For more information contact

Sgt. Michael Czulno
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"Henceforth, a person can be
branded a murderer, his rights under
a legal contract voided, his reputation
besmirched, his business ruined, all
of which have here happened, without
any factual finding by that court
justifying that result."

mm snow
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Hall of Game - Union Falcon's Nest
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Officials said an Ohio
court has ordered Picoma
to install equipment to prevent further pollution of
the river.

ORNAMENT
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VIDEO
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TODAY
$1.00

lity to respond immediately to such emergencies
so that violators are held
responsible."

WORKSHOPS TO
^ REMEMBER!

SALE • SALE • SALE
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"Our strong water pollution control laws are delta prevent this kind
event - it was totally
unexpected," Robinson
said. "It is comforting to
know that the state's and
federal EPA (Environmental Protection
Agency) have the capabi-

incidental and not determinative on
the issue of murder," Albers argued
in bis appeals brief.
Albers also claimed West's decision
to allow the trial "was the first step
into a world of legal ambiguity, and a
maze of incongruous results is devel-
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It takes
a good head
to make it
through college.
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He wants her baby

Wrong man freed;
now back in prison

Doctor forces drug addiction
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A former
Columbus doctor addicted a young
woman to drugs because he had an
"evil objective" of forcing her to have
his baby, says a court referee who
recommended the doctor be required
to pay $308,000 in damages.
Referee Stewart Roberts recommended that Dr. Edmund Eisnaugle
pay the $208,000 to his former girlfriend, Brenda Fike. Roberts called
Eisnaugle's behavior "diabolical."
Eisnaugle, an osteopath, has never
appeared in court to answer the civil
suit and has not been represented by
an attorney.

He could not be reached for an
interview.
Fike's lawyers are William Boyland
and Keith Bartlett, who brought her
suit to Frankin County Common Pleas
Court.
Fike, 22, sued Eisnaugle after being
indicted on felony charges in 1981 for
forging prescriptions to buy Demerol,
a synthetic narcotic.
In the lawsuit, she blamed Eisnaugle for addicting her to Demerol and
the forgeries.
ROBERTS SAID Eisnaugle "had
been adamant in his opposition to
plaintiff (Fike) having a hysterec-

tomy due to his desire to have her
bear his children.
"Taking this self-centered attitude
to the ultimate, defendant (Eisnaugle) refused to allow plaintiff to return to his house following her release
from the hospital (after the hysterecThat was when she forged three
blank prescription forms she had
taken from Eisnaugle, Roberts said in
his report.
Fike said she was a 19-year-old
secretary at Grant Hospital in late
1980 when she met Eisnaugle, who
was a doctor on the staff and IS years

Bowling Green, OH

LIMA, Ohio (AP) - A 23-year-old
Detroit man who was unintentionally released from the Allen
County Jail three months ago is
back behind bars after being
picked up in his home state.
Allen County Deputy Brett Lawrence inadvertently released David Bell from the county jail Sept.
9.
Lawrence called for the release
of David Hill, 34, also of Detroit,
but Bell stepped forward instead
and was released. The men had

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Justice Department announced yesterday it has
ended a federal investiga-

352-1195

tion of international oil
companies because there
is no basis to pursue "possible antitrust action."

Assistant Attorney General William Baxter, head
of the Justice Department's antitrust division,
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Winthrop Terrace Apts.
Moving off campus?
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• no heat bills
• free Cable T.V.
• we shovel the snow
For a good place to live stop
out today
!
Evening by
fc 400 Napoleon Rd.
Appointment
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Falcon House
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A sheriff's department report
said that Bell was arrested by
Detroit police and transported
back to Lima on Tuesday.
Both Bell and Hill were stopped
Sept. 1 by the State Highway Patrol
for investigation of a license plate
violation. When troopers checked
computer records, it was found
that the auto they were driving had
been reported stolen in Alabama. A
loaded 25-caliber pistol also was
found in the vehicle.

'Shop the Falcon House for the active people on your Christmas listl"
140 E. Wooster Across from Sub-Me-Quick
352-3610
one coupon per purchase no other discounts apply

announced the decision to
close the &-year-old investigation without any prosecution.
Attorney General William French Smith and
Deputy Attorney General
Edward Schmidts had removed themselves from
the case to avoid any apKarance of a conflict of
terest because their former law firms had represented oil companies.
The investigation initially began in 1977 with
requests for documents
from seven U.S. oil companies and four foreign companies. The probe was

narrowed to focus solely on
the four companies which
jointly own the Arabian
American Oil Co., known
as Aramco, which produces and markets crude
oil from Saudi Arabia. The
four Aramco partners are
Exxon, Texaco, Standard
Oil of California and Mobil.
The Saudi Arabian government objected to U.S.
Sovernment demands for
ocuments from these
companies and has effectively blocked the turning
over of the documents
sought by the Justice Department.

{^ American Heart
Association

V
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DO YOU WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
STUDENT COURT WILL BE MAKING
STAFF SELECTIONS FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. APPLICATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN 405 STUDENT
SERVICES AND ARE DUE BY DEC. 20!
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ALPHA PHI ANNOUNCES
ITS NEW 1984
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS:
President - Alisha Chadwell
Vice Pres/Standards - Sue Schmidt
Rush Director - Susie Magee
Pledge Trainer • Jill Tomlinson
Scholarship Chairperson • Mary Beth Bennett
Treasurer - Jenny Blain
Sr. Panhel Delegate - Jennifer Walters
Administrative Assistant - Kim James
Recording Secretary • Karen Cline
Chapter Promotions • Jamie Nathanson
Corresponding Secretary • Beth DelMaramo

SIGN UP FOR AN INTERVIEW TIME WHEN

House Operations Administrator - Michelle Vozar
Activities - Cindy Webb
Philanthropy - Stacey Moock
Social - Sara Hilfinger
Alumni Representative - Mary Howe
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Reporting and Editorial
positions for Spring Semester.

Applications are available at:
The BG News Office
106 University Hall.
Deadline: Fri., Dec. 9, 5 p.m.

YOU RETURN YOUR APPLICATION. GOOD LUCK

APRIL 28

/'The GavelJ

MCAT

is accepting applications

THERE'S STILL
TO PREPARE
Call Days Evenings & Weekends

Chaplin - Jayne Wannemacher

Congratulations and Good Luck!
Thanks to the Old Officers
for a Job Well Done!

been traveling together before
their arrest.

International oil investigation ends

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road

her senior.
She said she was initially awed by
his attention but "went through a
living hell" because of her subsequent
drug addiction, withdrawal and arrest.
Fike said she accepted Demerol
injections from Eisnaugle to ease her
abdominal pains while putting off a
planned hysterectomy.
"I trusted him" as a boyfriend and
physician, she said. Fike said that
after she had the hysterectomy in
April 1981, Eisnaugle would not allow
her to see Roberts to take evidence on
the issue of damages.

Educational Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
For Information About Other Permanent Centers
In More Than 120 Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
C»LL TOLL FREE: 800 223 1782

536-3701
3550 SECOR RD
SUITE 201
TOLEDO, OHIO

for staff editors, writers
and salespeople
beginning Spring
Semester.
Applications availble at
106 University Hall
For more information
Call 372-5394
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Official calls for crisis intervention after shutdowns
WASHINGTON (AP) - Communities
rocked by major factory shutdowns
should immediately be able to call on
a special crisis intervention program,
an official of a national economic
research organization said yesterday.
"When the steel plants shut down in
Youngstown, there was a community
crisis." Marc Bendick, senior research associate at the Urban Institute, said.
"That goes beyond the ability of the
individuals to cope with it. That goes

beyond the ability of the local resources. We should have some sort of
crisis intervention," he said.
Bendick made his remarks durine a
national forum on displaced workers,
those who have lost their jobs to
changes in the economy. The session
was sponsored by the Brookings Institution.

ployment in the futile hope of getting
rehired, he said.
JOHN DUNLOP, former secretary
of labor and now a Harvard University professor, said high unemployment is distributed unevenly across
the country.

"Think carefully about what the
Bendick said many workers have future of Lorain. Ohio, may be,"
been displaced when they were laid Dunlop said in illustrating the geooff from long-term, high-paying jobs. graphical nature of unemployment.
Many stayed in areas of rising unemDunlop also underscored the prob-

lem of adjustment in communities
which have a history of high wages
but now face rising joblessness.
"People do not adjust easily or
rapidly to long-term erosion of their
standards (of living). We face a very
difficult decade of adjustment," he
said.
Dunlop also said it is difficult to get
companies to train workers in areas
where unemployment is high, since
there already is a large pool of trained
workers to choose from.
"Training costs money," he said,

adding that it is difficult for companies to see why "sons and daughters
of journeymen should be put to work
when their fathers are sitting on the
bench unemployed."
Bendick said employment in service-related industries is growing. But
job growth in traditional neavy industries remains stable, he said.
"IT MEANS, in general, that the 56year-old (steel) mill worker living
near Pittsburgh can probably, in most
cases, finish out bis career in that

United Way

may receive endorsement of NOW

People Helping People
SSSSASSW

WASHINGTON (AP) Former Vice President
Walter Mondale is favored
to win the formal support
of the National Organization for Women this weekend, but California Sen.

Alan Cranston is putting up
a surprisingly effective
fight for the presidential
endorsement, NOW officials say.
Ohio Sen. John Glenn's
chances for NOW's back-

ing in the Democratic presidential race evaporated
with his refusal to back
federal homosexual riehts
legislation, NOW board
members said in interviews during the past

Rape charges dropped
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
- Rape charges have been
dropped against two men
in a case in which a woman
said she was assaulted in
the basement of a Madison
Township house while a
party continued upstairs.
The Franklin County
grand jury heard evidence
in the Nov. 26 incident,
then refused Tuesday to
indict James Reames or
David Clifton.
Reames, 26, and Cliftor

24, were charged by Madison Township police in the
alleged rape of a 25-yearold Columbus woman during the party at Reames'
house.
Police said the alleged
victim was intoxicated and
hysterical. They said she
was beaten and raped in
the basement of the house
while 15 other people partied upstairs, ignoring her
cries lor help.
Although the rape

charge was dropped
against Reames, he was
still being held in the
Franklin County Jail on
out-of-state charges.
Madison Township Detective Michael Ratliff
said a record check
showed Reames is wanted
in Lovington, N.M., on
charges of conspiracy to
distribute methaqualone.
also known as "sopors,'
and conspiracy to commit
fraud.

week.

"No way can we can go
for Glenn, board member
Denise Fuge of New York
City, said.

Colorado Sen. Gary Hart
and civil rights leader
Jesse Jackson have attracted interest, but the
NOW board members expressed little willingness to

mill," he said.
But it is a different story for that
worker's 18-year-old child, be said.
Kenneth McLennan, vice president
and director of industrial studies for
the Committee for Economic Development, said companies should be
given incentives to hire displaced
workers.
He proposed that the jobless benefits due an unemployed worker be
turned over to any company that hires
him as a supplement to the worker's
wages

«:::::X-:-JX-:-:->X^XWV::::X-:>:::::>::::::;::

throw the first NOW presidential endorsement to
their candidacies. The decision is set for Saturday at
a closed meeting of the
group's 36-member board.
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'The Day After' hits W. Germany
FRANKFURT West Germany (AP) - Some critics
said the film was poorly
made and badly acted, a
"nuclear soap opera." But
it hasn't mattered to West
German audiences who
are flocking to theaters
around the country to see
"The Day After," the VS.
made-for-television movie
about a nuclear war triggered in Germany.
At least 250,000 people
saw the film during the
first four days of its release, Patricia Wiedenhoest, spokeswoman for
the West German distributors, Tobis, said. The
movie, which opened Dec.
2, is showing In 100 theaters.
"Interest in the film is
extremely high... much
more than we expected,"

she said. "We have ordered 35 copies more because of the high interest."
Tobis, which paid $1 million for the West German
movie, video and television
distribution rights, has
shrugged off some critics'
charges that it is profiting
from "scare tactics" in the
film.
West German audiences,
however, seem generally
impressed by the film,
which focuses on the town
of Lawrence, Kan., following a nuclear exchange
between the United States
and the Soviet Union.
THE FILM opened 10
days after the West German parliament, following
a stormy debate, voted to
deploy new U.S. nuclear
missiles despite the objec-

tions of the country's vocal
anti-nuclear movement.
The 500-seat Europe Palast in downtown Frankfurt
is filling the house at
nearly every showing,
spokeswoman Doris Am"We've been showing the
film five times a day for
the past four days, and the
house is usually full," Amthorsaid.
"We are showing it with
synchronized German-language translation, and audiences are very
impressed and shocked at
what could happen in a
nuclear war," she said.
Moviegoers seemed subdued and shocked after a
midday screening Tuesday
at the theater.
Petra Neuhaus, a 17year-old dental assistant,

commented, "When nothing is left - no doctors, no
medicine - no one can
help."
Grim-faced Michael
Sturm, a 21-year-old student, said, "One can only
nope that something like
this never happens."
"Everyone should see it,
so they will know what is
n! to happen to us,"
Schuhe, who is in his
mid-20s, like much of the
audience, said.
An original English-language version of the film,
which stars Jason Robards
Jr. and John Cullum, is
being shown in a theater at
Frankfurt International
Airport.
ELSA FRITZ, a
spokeswoman, said the 85seat Airport 1 has, so far,

sold out all evening show- stunned. There's a contiings. It's even attracted nous atmosphere of tension
some airline passsengers during the screenings."
who don't have time to sit
Eva Besselmann, a cashthrough the whole film,
which runs nearly two ier at Duesseldorf's 300seat Rex Theater, said it
hours.
"But in the evenings af- was rare for a film to reter 4:30 p.m. the house is ceive so much attention,
full, mostly young people, with many young Germans
and many American serv- lining up to buy tickets
icemen are seeingthe film ahead of time.
here," she said. The busy
commercial airport shares
"Handbills are distribrunways with the U.S. Air uted during the screenings
Force's Rhein-Main air- opposing atomic energy,"
base.
"I'm sure they come because it's in English," she
"ITS A FILM that, unadded.
like others, one doesn't for"The Day After" is run- get quickly," Ulrich
ning at three cinemas in Neumann, manager of a
Hamburg. The manager of second Duesseldorf thethe Mundsburg Theater, ater showing the film, said.
Gerhard Brunschier. said "The public is shaken by
audiences are "always it."
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Kidney failure
may kill panda
WASHINGTON (AP) Line-Ling. America's female panda with the tragic
love life, is seriously ill
from kidney failure and
anemia, and National Zoo
specialists said yesterday
her chances of recovery
are very poor.
"It's difficult to say how
long she can survive," Dr.
Mitchell Bush, the zoo's
chief veterinarian, said.
He said Ling-Ling is being
treated with antibiotics
and may undergo shortterm kidney dialysis.
"She's very sick right
now, and the illness and
complications could lead to
her death," Bush said.
"The possibility of longterm dialysis is not feasible," he added, referring
to the medical technique of
cleansing the blood artificially when a kidney is
defective.
Hsing-Hsing, the zoo's
male panda and LingLing's reluctant consort, is
healthy and in no danger of
contracting her illness,
which is not contagious.
She has been given an
emergency transfusion of
Hsing-Hsing's blood.
Bush told reporters that
Ling-Ling's illness might
have been caused by her

long-awaited pregnancy,
which ended last July
when she gave birth to a
cub, the first panda to be
born in the United States.
The cub died three hours
later while cradled in its
mother's arms, a victim of
fluid in its chest cavity.
Bush said Ling-Ling was
treated with antibiotics for
an infection after her delivery, and responded well.
He said the giant female
panda does not seem to be
m pain. Indeed, before the
news conference, LingLing could be seen sitting
in her heated panda palace
at the zoo, munching on
raw carrots and bamboo,
expertly stripping away
the moist leaves and spitting out the stalks.
Photographers waited
impatiently to take pictures, but Ling-Ling deftly
turned her back to them
and watched some enterCrising sparrows vie for
er breakfast.
"Her kidney failure is
very perplexing because
she doesn't look that sick,"
Bush said. "Basically, she
looks a lot better than the
data in the lab tests
shows."
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49.88
S.ive out'i

10

Sagaz Acrylamb Genuine Sheepskin
Bucket Seatcovers
Seatcovers
Reg. 1695 Universal
Champagne 124045. Silver 124047

Reg 59 95 Low and high back bucket,
champagne, grey and silver

Plasticolor
Custom Floor Mats
per pair front, for most popular
domestic and import cars black.
brown, and blue

Plasticolor High Plasticolor Pick-Up
Performance
Mats Reg. 24 50 Ford
Truck
Mats
22 95 Trans Am, Z28 black
'191, Chevy "192
brown and blue

Trallboss '193 black, brown

i: i
6.88

Creepers
Reg. 12.95 310/111W Durable
hardwood construction with padded
headrest & easy glide casters

113.88

36.88

Sc'tvo up to

7.88

3

2 Ton Bottle Jacks
Reg 9.95

2 Ton
Trolley Jacks
Reg 47.88

Interdynamics
jer/Defroster
Reg 1895 BD-1 Hot air delogs and
melts snow and ice last
*
easy to install

4 Ton

9.88

Reg. 12.95

6 Ton

12.88

Reg. 15.95

with Savings on Batteries and Replacement Parts
26.88

Maintenance Free
Calcium Batteries

Prom 70.95
New Radiators
With exchange

40 Month battery Reg. 32.88

From 1.99 Thermostats
pkReq horn 2 29

50 Month Reg. 41.88 34.88
60 Month Reg 47 88 41.88
All batteries with exenange For most
cars and light Irucks

Torque Starter Batteries 69.88
Reg. 77.88 with exchange 72 month

f§

1080S. MAIN, B.G.

(i/eryday
Low Price

9.88

From Z5.95 I

Ramanufacturvd

Water Pumps

W rebuild eich tot ell VS Che.v 69 71 *nn 2MBI

Blower Motors
with exch

»H."J> With reDoiid eich to'mott
dometlic «* cyi Chevy t im block i96fl 'i
•O.if O With rebuttd e«ctt tor moil

.cl.iy
Low ''in e

New Heater Cores

From 10.SjO
Reg 22 95 31.95

New Heater Control Valves
Reg Irom 10.50

Fan Clutches

354-3966

From

9.«fO |

23.501

If you have
at least two
years of college left, you
can spend six
weeks at our
Army ROTC
Basic Camp
this summer
and earn approximately
$600.
And if you
qualify, you can
enter the ROTC
2 year program
this fall and receive an offic e r ' s
commission.

But the big
payoff happens
on graduation
day. That's
when you receive an offic e r ' s
commission.
So get your
body in shape
(not to mention
your bank account).
Enroll in
Army ROTC.
For more information, contact
your Professor
of Military Science.

SHUBim.

MALL

-sports
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Owls hand Falcons first loss, 79-70
Temple's big man Hail too
much for Falcons to handle

TU halts cagers' best start in
nine years with impressive win
by Tom His«k
sports editor

It was the best start by a Falcon
basketball team in nine years. But it
was the first meeting with Temple,
and the Owls promptly handed BG its
first loss of the season against three
wins, 79-70.
BG was coming off a 77-74 upset
victory over Boston University last
weekend. Yet, the Falcons seemed as
if they were still basking in the glory
of the BU win.
BG committed 21 turnovers, shot 42
percent from the floor - and faced a
21-point performance from 6-foot-8
junior forward Granger Hall - a surprise starter for the Owls. Hall, along
with 6-5 all-America guard candidate
Terence Stansbury combined for 40
points to lead Temple to its second
win in as many starts.
HALL IS coming off of major knee
surgery, playing just five games last
season before damaging Knee ligaments. But Hall played 26 minutes
and had seven points and 11 rebounds
in the Owls' 61-60 win over Drezel on
Nov. 28.
According to Temple bead coach
John Chaney .Hall was not to see any
action until Dec. 5. But he had responded favorably to treatment, and
alter consulting with the team
trainer, Chaney made the decision to
gy Hall. Hall replaced Charles
yne in the starting lineup. Rayne
led Temple with 22 points and 12
rebounds against Drezel.
"Granger (Hall) is the starter on
our ballciub. He was the starter last
year until he got hurt," Chaney said.
''Rayne is not a starter and he accepts
that. But Granger worked very hard
in his rehabilitation. He was even to
the point where the doctor said the leg
he had hurt was now stronger than his
other leg."
"It was not one of our better efforts," BG head coach John Weinert
said. "The figure I don't like is the 21
turnovers, they were not all pressurecreated. BU (Boston University)
pressed us the whole game, and we
didn't have that many turnovers."

by Marc Delph
assistant sports editor

The game plan was simple, all
Bowling Green had to do was shut
down Temple scoring machine, allAmerica guard candidate Terence
Stansbury and a fourth straight victory was in the bag. Right? Wrong.
Enter Granger Hall.
The 6-f oot-5 Stansbury was unstoppable in the first half of last night's 7970 loss to Temple in BG's Anderson
Arena, as he poured in 14 of his 19
points in the first 20 minutes. But the
Falcons managed to slow him down
considerably in the final half of the
contest.
SO THAT much of the game plan,
for the most part, was successful.
But, who would have thought that the
64 Hall would return after more than
one year of sitting on the bench after a
severe leg injury last season to score
a game high 21 points? The clincher
was that he scored 17 of those in the
second period to counter Stanbury's
sub-par final period performance.
Hall's output was no surprise to
Temple head coach John Chaney as
he called him "the most amazing
human being I've ever seen in my
life."
Add this to the fact that Temple did
a lot of individual "shutting down" of
their own, and, as the 3,397 Anderson
Arena fans witnessed, the Owls pretty
much dominated from the opening

Temple, not featuring any outstanding play-making guards, went
directly to its perimeter shooting offense, with Stansbury connecting on
his first five attempts from the field
and Hall picking up the slack, the
Owls opened up a 36-29 lead at the
half.
THE FALCONS meanwhile, never
led in the opening half, shooting only
35 percent from die field. BG forward
Colin Irish got into foul trouble early,
having to sit down with three fouls
and 7:31 left in the first half. Irish
finished with only five points in 26
minutes of action.
"We just came out in the first half
and seemed tight," said BG forward
Bill Faine who scored 16 points and
grabbed 16 rebounds to be named
Ohio Cmpany Player of the Game.
"We were just going through the
motions and you can't do that against
a team like Temple. You can't let
them get up by 13 or 14 points."
The Falcons tried to make a game
of it in the second half. BG pulled to
within five at 67-62 with two minutes
remaining, following an Irish lay-up
after a Keith Taylor steal- But
Temple countered by scoring six
more points before BG could score
again. The Falcons trailed 7344 with
only 34 seconds remaining in the
game.
"I didn't chew out any of the players after the game," Weinert said. f'I
didn't say much, I just went into the
lockerroom and wrote on the blackboard, 'TOO MUCH ME, AND NOT
ENOUGH WE.' I think we had some
very good ballplayers out there tonight who Just didn't play very well
together."

BOWLING GREEN (71)
Miller, 34-12; Jenkins, 84-16; Taylor, 4-2-10; Faine, 6-4-16; Irish, 2-1-5;
Booker, 1-1-3; Maleske, 4-0-8; Bryant, 04-0. TOTALS: 28-14-70.
TEMPLE (71)
,____^_,«—_
Coe, 14-2; McCIoughlin, 4-1-9
McNlsh, 1-2-4; Hall. 9-3-21
Stansbury, 74-19; Aguilar, 0-2-2
Blackwell, 5-2-12; Rayne, 3-4-10; Clifton, 044. TOTALS: 30-19-79.

*H.
We thought (BG's Colin) Irish was
very important," Chaney said. "And

bg news/Patrick Sandor
Bowling Green's Brian Miller tries to elude Temple's Granger Hall
enroute to the basket in last night's 79-70 loss to the Owls in BG's Anderson
Arena.

we shut him down."
Irish went into last night's contest
averaging 11.7 points per game, but
could manage only five points against
the bigger and quicker Owls.

Celebrates big weekend

Samanski is Falcon icers' big play maker
by Jaon Dlmeo
sports reporter
In the three seasons John Samanski
has played for Bowling Green's
hockey Falcons, the senior foward
has never been the squad's leading
scorer. But, Samanski has emerged
as a dominate force in BG's offensive
attack against top Central Collegiate
Hockey Association and national
teams.
The center from Oshawa, Ont. has
proved to be a major contributor to
the Falcons' past and present success. His ability as an offensive playmaker and his tremendous speed
have helped BG reign as the nation's
top team.
"JOHN HAS been playing the best
hockey of his career this last month
and a half," BG head coach Jerry
York said "He has recently become a
<V«Tiinant player on the team."
Dominant, he is. Coming off a mild
scoring slump, Samanski tallied three
goals and two assists against Ohio
State last weekend, and was nominated as BG's Player of the Week.
Samanski skated around and

through the OSU defense 1
end, scoring and assisting on goals
with impressive plays and precision
passes.
TAKING A pass from teammate
Dave Ellett out of the Falcon zone,
Samanski carried the puck into the
Buckeye end, eluding the OSU defense. Samanski couldhave taken the
shot himself, but instead, fed a perfect pass to Perry Braun, who put the
puck past OSU goaltender Bob Krautsak in the second period of Saturday's
game.
"I think I had a good weekend,"
Samanski said. "Playing a team that
is nationally-ranked like Ohio State
usually brings out the best in a
player."
SAMANSKI'S NEW line has been
an offensive threat on the ice.
Samanski, and linemates Gino Cavallini and Dave Randerson, scored five
of the eight goals against OSU last
Saturday night in the Ice Arena.
The six-foot center said he feels he,
Cavallini and Randerson compliment
each other, which adds to their success as a line.
"I'm more a playmaker and a

r." He-aaid. "ftty Jetrfc
turning over the puck, and they seem
to be picking it up in front of the net at
the right times.''
ASIDE FROM from Cavallini,
Samanski is the only other Falcon
who has recorded a hat trick this
season and is tied for second in scoring with Jamie Wansbrough and Dan
Kane with 22 points.
Last season, Samanski proved to be
one of the top Falcon scorers, tallying
27 goals and 30 assists in 40 games. He
finished third in the team standings,
ninth in CCHA overall scoring, and
24th in the nation in points scored.
Samanski led the Falcons in power
play goals with 13, and was one of five
Falcon 20-goal scorers last year. He
also set a new BG record with seven
game-winning goals in a single season.
York said Samanski is becoming a
complete player, playing exceptional
offense and good defense.
"John has had an outstanding career," York said. "He has been instrumental in our success and seems
to be determined to make this his best
year."

Season's Greetings in football

Cg new Ji 'olrck Sandor
Bowling Green center John Samanskt has been an Integral part of the
Falcon hockey team's recent number one national ranking.

Chaney also said he keyed on BG's
David Jenkins in the second half.
That, too, was a huge success as
Jenkins had only four of his 16 points
in the second naif.
BG HEAD coach John Weinert attributed the loss to the possibility that
the Falcons were overconfident after
coming off of last Friday's upset of
Boston University in Boston. Point
guard Brian Miller, playing steadily
throughout the young season, agreed.
"We're getting a little overconfident right now," Miller said. "But,
it's better now to lose (than during the;
Mid-American Conference schedule). :•
"We've got to start getting out a i
little faster. They're a really tough
team, a really tough team."
Miller scored 12 points and dished ■
out eight attempts while playing the
entire game at the point guard posi-.
tion.
Another of the few high points for
the Falcons was forward Bill Faine
scoring 16 points and having as many
rebounds to be named the game's
Ohio Company Player of the Game.
Freshman Mike Maleske spelled
Faine and Irish on occasion, due to;.
penalty troubles by both, to score"
eight points and rip down three rebounds in his 14 minutes of play.
THE FALCONS, however, cannot
kick off their shoes and relax after '■'■
last night's game because they have just hit the midway point of what :
Weinert calls the toughest four games
in a row he's coached at BG. The
Falcons travel to Akron Saturday and ■
'.:...n even tougher Ohio State game on
Dec. 20th.
"We're going right from the frying '■
pan and into the fire with these next :
two games." Weinert said.

I was talking sports with my
friend Lenny the other day.
Football was the main topic of
conversation; more specifically football foolishness.
Lenny and I came up with a list
of appropriate Christmas gifts for
college and professional football
teams.
The Notre Dame Fighting Irish 20 points to use in any game they
choose. This might insure them of
at least a 7-4 record ana make them
more deserving of a bowl bid if
they ever receive one again.
The Kent State Golden Flashes
and the Northwestern Wildcats - A
varsity billiards team to replace
their football programs.
The Navy Midshipmen and the
Army Cadets - New helmets. Both
teams' helmets are a metallic
color, and they're so shiny, after
watching an Army-Navy game, my
eyes hurt. Both teams also receive
1,000 fans each who all have a good
thick head of hair. It bothers me to
watch an Army-Navy game and
see all those soldiers and sailors
with those short haircuts jumping
up and down.
THE TAMPA Bay Buccaneers 120 points to use throughout the
1984 season in any of the 16 regular
season games they choose. They'll
have to sacrifice their annual first
pick in the draft, but they should
finish the season with at least a 4-12
record. That should please their
coaches and fans, and then maybe
they can take those paper grocery

bags off their heads and uncover
the shame in their tanned faces.
The Houston Oilers - A
quarterback, a punter, a couple of
wide receivers, an entire defensive
unit and a new head coach. Who
knows,. . .maybe the Oilers would
then be able to challenge the
Cincinnati Bengals for last place in
the American Conference's Central
Division?
The New York Giants - A new
name: the New Jersey Giants,
since they play their home games
in New Jersey. With the logic used
by the New York Giants

sideline
Mark Di Vincenzo
sports reporter
organization, teams should switch
the names of the city they play in
with their nickname. For example,
fans could cheer for the San
Francisco Bills or the Minnesota
Broncos.
The Pittsburgh Steelers - A
wheelchair for Franco Harris. I
wouldn't say Franco is getting old.
but at the rate he's going, he wont
break Jim Brown's rushing record
until about 1988 or 1989. It's a
bountiful Christmas for the
Steelers because they also receive
a new offense. I guess they learned
this year that a team needs
someone other than a field goal

kicker to score points.
THE CLEVELAND BrownsCheerleaders. Hey Browns, wake
up and join the 20th century. Who
am I kidding,. . . the Browns won't
get cheerleaders. It would be too
expensive for the Browns
organization to findpretty girls
and bring them to Cleveland.
The New England Patriots -Good
weather and a new snow plow. Why
is it that any time after September
the Patriots are always playing in
ankle-deep snow?
The Chicago Bears - A domed
stadium. Why a domed stadium?
Why not, it couldnt hurt?
The St. Louis Cardinals - A new
owner. I don't know if it's true or
not, but I heard the Cardinals
organization signed a contract with
the National Football League to
finish in fifth place in their division
for the rest of their existence. I
guess that explains their success
rate.
The Atlanta Falcons - Bibles and
rosaries. With all their miracle
finishes of late, I'm sure they've
worn out their old ones.
The Los Angeles Raiders - Their
own city. The Los Angeles Rams
were there first, and the Raiders
couldn't find another city to move
to after they were booted out of
Oakland. The Raiders must be
pretty rude and assuming to get
kicked out of a city and then move
into another team's city. I'd like to
see them try to move into a tough
city like New York or Philadelphia.

YORK SAID the senior foward haw
a great work ethic and has a very
positive outlook on the ice.
"John works hard at practices, and
is the type of player coaches are
looking for." York said.
"I feel if I work in practice my
abilities will improve, Samanski
said "Hard work pays off. and it
carries over into the games.
After becoming academically ineligible during his sophomore year,
Samanski started his junior year in j
top shape, displaying the impressive
form he did in his freshman year.
"I always worked hard on the ice and I wanted to prove myself again,
he said. "I was really hungry to
play."
York said Samanski will be scouted
by National Hockey League teams
and should have a chance to play at
the professional level if he maintains
his steady pace of improvement.
"Every player wants to continue
his career after he graduates,"
Samanski said. "I've put in a lot of
hours and I don't want to stop here."

New Sports Pass
policy aids class
schedule clash
Bowling Green Athletic Director.
Jack Gregory has announced a
change in the ticket distribution procedure of the All-Sports Pass last
Monday.
Holders of the All-Sports Pass will
continue to have a 48-hour ticket
pickup priority, but in order to to
assure ticket availability on both
days, only two-thirds of the alloted

tickets will be available on the first
day of exchange.
The remaining tickets will be exchanged on the second day of the
student pickup. "This change affects
both hockey and basketball; and will
allow students with class conflicts a
better opportunity to secure a ticket
to future Falcon home events," Gregory said.
The Bowling Green women's basketball team travels to W. Lafayette,
IN to play Purdue tonight. BG is 3-2,
coming off their third place finish in
the Converse Classic. The Boilermakers are 2-2 on the year.
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cbssifieds.

Casts, rj >MM tro *!• of mm. I1.lt rrwwrxvri BOLD TYPC 50* trtrt par ad
AporoMMaV 25 lo 30 apscee par *w
CAMWWICITV tVENTI ttnng* (or r*M pro*, pupae stole* 0T...M. w* Da nterled
ONCI lor hat and el repay 'Mat rxaraarHN
Daadaia tar at atn n» . 2 doyt aolr*o>f»rr*nwon ot 4 00 p m Friday at 4 00 p m tM
daarJMa (or ma Tuototy addon
ti ma n Na.t take. (01 u~it.fi Had.
Eirperl Typing
Cal 382-7306 after 8:30pm
Ru»»aa Sawing and Alereoone
I *lt*rt and nargmaa on pck*ts and
■wsalT*
Al yulfrtt muat ba
dean 352 7268

Thar* wMbtm Intamattonar ReleKom Aaaoc. m**tlng today at 5 30 in
200 Moaalay Final meohng ot th*

a—am
THE SUPCT JV*KT Of
THE NEW TEAR
»U>EI>OAHCE'M
LOST AND FOUND
gold doubt* Chan bracelet Ha
ward Cat 372-1378

TYT^tNO-LOW RATES
Chaok out our prolaaaronaly typad
and writtan r*sum*s loo 352 5787
AM IN* to your uiganUaUanapartya cal SOUNO WAVE mobkl '
sound ayatarn*. Top 40. rock, country, akw. CM 362 5067 tor vary
■ pricing
Porloct lor ma hcecays

LOB:

Need a typau?

Cal 362-4017

RIDES
Custom LOFTS sum
For IIIIUIBWIUII 4 to otaar
352-M3KMI
Tha Loci Construction Company
provtdas tree BaaajBaaJ

Bias MMM k> Columbus Intornoiwnal Airport on Wad.. Dae 21.
MUM DS that* to catch an 11:00pm
flight. WHI b* happy to help afgea.
Moose contact Dana. 352-2111

w

•• coupon

1450
E. Wooster

D»«sZ»»'s - Start studying tor imail
DM *v*ryon* ramarnbar to aand
A ••Ftowar For Fh*ll7r'
TOOAY I* Ol* LAST OAYII
Sam HI 4pm. Union Foyar
Donl gat caught in tha loosing rush
Stop al 328 S Main and gat your
1984 brochure tor Istlngs ol opts
hous*s i oupktxs*
N*wtov* Management. 382-8620
DO YOU WNAT TO OET »(VOLVEOT JOIN STUDENT COURT.
PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 405
STUOENT SERVICES. APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED BY
DEC 20 SKIN UP FOR YOUR INTERVIEW TIME THENI
QOOD LUCKI

Attention Graduate Student*
Coma cewbrali the hcedeys at the
MBA - OSS Hoadty Party on Friday.
Dae 9 8 II midnight Kaufman s
Downtown $2 60 *0M**lon. hor*
rfoouw and drink* eictuded.

For al who war* at the Sig Ep houa*
Friday night, my red down vast I*
rr«*lng Generous reward, no questions - pkMBW cat Beth 362-6846 or
contact tha Alpha Gam Houa*

ATTENTION: HUMAN PetBORCt
MQeTT. MAJORS. LABOR 4 INOUSmu RELATIONS MAJORS AND
HEALTH CARE 1 IPCO MAJORS
WITH AN EMPHASIS M PERSONNEL INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
AS10C
ARE HAVING A
CHRISTMAS PARTY THURSDAY.
DEC. I AT 220 MAHVILLE. THIS
EVENT WILL START AT 1:00 P.M. REFRESHMENTS INCLUDED. BE
THERE!

Exp.
Dec. 23, 1983

Hungry?
^^

Gab la* Straight Lags- Cords 1
OammsRag $27. now $18 95 Lev.
Super Straights Reg S27 06. now
$17 95 Jeans NThings 531 Ridge
St Opan Tonight 11 8:00
HELP BLAST OFF BACCHUS'
Promota responsible orntdng M B G.
Nest meeting Thura Doc 8th al
7 30 In Marshmsn Durbar Caletons
Lounge Evoryon* walcorri*!
Hay PI Kappsl! N was snow much
tun getting "snowed - In" wHh you
latt weekend! Don't torgat Happy
Hoar* al our oondo tills Fnoayl Saa
yaOtoral
-Your "Snow - Dates'

50 GAL. AO
39.95

10 YIAR LEAK Warranty

1/2 Bar BQ Chicken
1 /2 # Fries
ALL FOR
LG. COKE
$3.49

20 GALLON AQUARIUM
only 8.30 WITH HOOD PURCHASE
16.95
HOODS (with Lights) VARY FROM
to
26.95
DAVY JONES LOCKER PET SHOP
178 S. Main 354-1885 Expires Doc. 17

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY

S3

• coupon-

1450
E. Wooster

Exp. ".
Dec.23, 1983

MIDNIT€ S+.0W

CROWD
PLEASER.l
20 pcs. Fried Chicken

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ONLY
I1.«0

.ti.MA i a 2

"Extrcmciy
funny."

5 Breast-5 wings-5 thighs-5 legs

1# Fries
4 LG. COKES

-VincorW ConOy.
*• YOfsl Tla»

$9.99

Atoh*XI0*1
H0U0AVa*M'''MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL MOHT
AUTHETrMEl
JWNY
YOU ARE VERY SPECIAL TO ME. I
WILL ALWAYS LOVE YOU BSL
KEITH, I HAD A WONDERPUL EVBNBM AT THE ALPHA DELT FOPHAL. THE "TOUR" OF SANOOSKY
WAS VEPY NICE, MT WHEN AM
WE »WM8 TO CEOAA POINT?
(HEE-HEEI) LETS 00 IT AOAM
SOOWI LOVE. TACtt

TONIGHT

- Evan Bio you war* "t
Mas enough to torgat my |
leal weak. I rororv* youl Than* ao
much tor bang bar* to halpma sort
out th* oorauaton. And than, tor ma
groMMt weekend rn Mng n memory
lstaoio»sgalnSOONIAIrny?. Leoh

Croas Courrlry Ski Sale
Fra* Cka: Sat. Dae. 10. 1-4
Falcon Houa*
140 E Woostor 352-3610

New 10-spssd baas tuty tssimtlirj
and guaranteed. Marling at S139 95'
Purceos BSuj Shop* 131 W Wooa
tor, 35;-8?»«.
PETE FSJUA. OaNnRATULATIONS
ON BEtsQ ELECTED PHI TAU'S
VCE F«SsDENT YOU OESERVE
ITI YOURE THE BEST Y0UHENUMBER ONE FAN-JAN I.LY

CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA
#3 RACQUETBALL EQUIP
Shop the Falcon House
140 E Woo***. 352-3810
ATTENTION FOREKM STUDENTS
laaalgiaknn Prebtoau or viss?
Moon H. Yae - Attorney al Law
Toledo. Ohio call 1-242-42SS
F*r an appotnlmanl

SHENANKJANZ JUO BAND
Uve at BG s Prout Hat
Oat your faat stomptn' to some
banjo prUTBdn'. kszoo hummfn
t washboard scnCotV
Thum. Dae 8-- 7 30pm
Prout Hal Lounga-Adrnh 50-

FUN FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
TO SHAPE TWO BDRM. APT. FOR
IP MHO SEM. B*3 FURN. APT.
CLOSE TO CAraPUS OWN SEDROOMISS2-SBS1.
Apt to share Spring Sam.
Year haH 125.00 monthlAII utH. pd
Cell Doug 154-21*5

SajEp*.
Wa had a great time at the lee
Friday The A»ns Qsm Pladgaa

F. RMMT APT CLOSE TO CAMPUS. (113 INCLUDES HEAT. A.
COND, CABLE TV CAN RENT
BraaTXV 364-1830

t. rwaa. aaaaad Bail iwialir.
1112. to rant Oa E Woooss. St. Oaf
SS4-U1S-

THIS
WEEKS
MOVIES

F nrM. Spring Sam. turn. Own
room, $360 **m plus uM CM anar
5pm 352-8732.
FM raaa. rwadad tor Spring Sam
Cleeo to raanpus. cable I.v., turmshod, wtisarldryst, on thutti*
but rout*. Cal Debbie SSMSSS

In hit mind ho hoi the power to
tea (he rutura In hrs hondt ha
hoi th* powar to chong* a
SasphenKlr^s

STARTS FRIDAY AT
STADIUM CINEMAS
AL PACINO IN "SCARFACE"
CUNT EASTWOOD IN
"SUDDEN IMPACT"

I
-

I

14" PIZZA
$1.25 OFF
(1) ITEM OR MORE PIZZA

DINING ROOM COUPON ONLY

EXPIRES DECEMBER 13, 1983

12" PIZZA ■ " 16" PIZZA
OFF
$1.00 OFF I1(1)$2.00
ITEM OR MORE PIZZA
(1) ITEM OR MORE PIZZA
DINING ROOM COUPON ONLY

EXPIRES DECEMBER 13, 1983

MYLES* PIZZA PUB

352-1504

1977 BUCK REGAL EXCELLENT

F. raw*. BSSaaa tor apt. Ctoa* to
(lllallr. kxipanehre. Call M2IU1.
WANTED 1 M rmt* to shars 2
bdrm apt wrth 3 others Vary do**
to campus PH 362-4106
2 M to share 4 bdrm. houa*. Spring
lillllli, 12S Moii.ttte- Cal Malas* or Peggy $s»440.
Female tame, warned Spy. Barn, to
•ham t bdrm lumlahad houaa.
•1iVfMsWfna tyWKMR iflCllKMO.

Ctoa* I* oaaasaa. Cal JH-1717.
Wantod: F Rmmto lor Spring Sam.
Close to camouo eel 362-1606

speakers
Like new' LW prto*
S2.500 S1.600 or bast oner. 354l66BCr*lg

VAMAHA STEREO RECEIVER
TUNER
PRICE $116.00 FOR
MORE HFORMAT10N CALL 3526094
Aradee for Sato: rod A gray corn*r
dinette, grey crsar. rod desk chair.
3/4 mltr— A springs, exercase
bench, carpel runners, oil prknts a
orushes 362 55/2
OLM MARX IV SKM
170 CM. VERY 00. CONDITION
CALL 112-6182 ASK FOR BRETT
Car Stereo Speakers - AurJovox
6«9. SOW. 20 Or Never used $30
352-2993
Video Recorder 1978
Good condition, with 8 video ca
tenet 1 19o7WTVMtorS85. 372
0151 o«t 335.

Greet Apf Own bdrm Lg 2 bdrm
S125Ano, al uH pd. Cathy 352
1416
NEED AM. RMTE FURN NICE APT
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS YOU
CAN HAVE YOUR OWN ROOM
CALL 352-0808
M Roomale Needed1
Unrv*r**y VBage
CM Paul: 352 0342
F deapwaksty n*ad» pace to fcr. tor
6 wk* tram 1/15 ■ 2/24 ctoa* to
campus CM 0*bbto at 372 3889
1 M ttrras Spr. 352-6093.

HELP WANTED

I. IMS, 7:JO P.M.
Kawhaaa* M aw Lodge (old
ttoword Johnson't an Wooatar aarl
to Stadium Plaza)
Skjdant Otttoa maraosr tor Tha Kay
yearbook aprlng semeoter
Basic
s*cr*tsrisl akaa needed Advanced
buanaa* cour—*, prior onto* experience preferred Check k* poskngs
at Studsnl Employment. 460 Student
Sarvtoas tor lurther Inforrrwlun or oM
2-2651
Travel Field Opportunrty
Gar vakaXMa marketing experronce
whSe eammg money Csmpus r*plassntatrvo needed ImrmiSMlly for
Spring Brask hip to Florida Contact
SB Ryan (312) 858 4888 coeect

FOR RENT
MALE GRAD STUDENT
or conscience undergrad
Need s quiet pesos for stud**r>
Room to rant w/klch*n prtv
end privet* shower 125/MO
Inckjds* utl preler non-smoking
FumoWd RatorancM 688 5655

FORREST APARTMENTS FUR
NrSHED OR UNFURNISHED TEN
ANTS PAY ONLY LIGHTS
REASONABLE CALL JOHN NEW
LOVE REAL ESTATE 354—2260
NEEDED: ONE OR TWO PEOPLE TO
UVE AT UNIVERSITY VILLAGE FOR
SPERM SEMESTER CALL 3541 MALE NEEDED TO SUB-LEASE 2
BDRM APT COMPLETELY FUR
M8HE0 WITH HEAT AND WATER
PROVOEO YOU PAY ONLY $560
FOR THE WHOLE SEMESTER
CALL ANYTBAE, 352-7738
Need male > lemal* student* lo IJ
house. S apt. tor Spring Sam Aaw
apt* S saatils tor 2-3-4 students
Phone 352-7366
Serve* Gred MM*
1 Vocency Double Room
Kachan Prrv.lt- Entrance
Ctose 10 University
3527238

Acroea From Campus: Aval tor wmter
asm.. 2 bdrm. houa* futy carpeted
and turnnhed Fra* heat Partact tor
thoft* cold wmt*r days
CM 352-7074
APARTMENT TO SUBLEASE
ACROSS FROM KOHL
352-7020 (JANET)
Nto* 1 bdrm. fum apt to sublet on
3rd. St. Ctoa* to csmpus. carpeted
tree gas heal S cooking CM 352
6877
Need tomato to sublet house, acroea
from dOrfTTts on WOOAIW. sxtrorntMy
It 352-6250
Sublssst 1 Bedroom apt FumKh Al
urj exc elec CM Card 352-8033
To sutxel irnmed 1 bdrm. apt. Very
dooe to campus CM 362-2897
after 5 pm

16" PtZZB WITH TWO OR mOBE ITElTIS
Vertpd Bast Pltic. InlTi

Free
Delivery

^

- rJ>JKBQ0H0,S
I

Ph 352-5164
Op»yt4P.m.
203 North flValn
| On* Coupon P* Pizza- Good Thru n/si/ss I
■•■■■■■■COUPONi""""---!
V'ULZM'

50 Spanish-American 13 Choral
performance
money
21 "
the cream
60 "I am tha ruler
in my coffee"
ol tha Queen's
22 American
architect
61 City on tha
Hudson
25 Parson at tha
halm
63 Bassball family
26 Long-playing
64 Disney's middle
musical
name
27 Pond growth
65 Regarding
28 Circus performers
66 Klllmand
30 Huron or Erie
Kirman
31 Outward
67 Saa 1 Acroea
32 Sounds in the
66 Small coin
stadium
33 Louis XV and XVI
35 Typa ol hammer
38 Marked by bravery
DOWN
1 Swerve oil course 39 Dull state
2 Ancient stringed 40 Winder
45 Timetable abbr.
Instrument
46 Actor Poltler
3 Land of the
48 Seaport In
llama
Connect Icul
4 Device for
50 Word with mate
floor renovation
52 Shebat lollower
5 Household Item
53 Alban Berg opera
6 Munich man
54 Kermlt
7 Ardent
8 Narrow margins: 55 Wicked
56Typaoltida
Slang
57 nivar Into Bay
9 Prepares
ol the Seine
10 National symbol
58
Norse goddess
49 Genus ol aheap 11 Songs lor
olIsta
51 Aromatic leal
rVrarottl
62 For th* present
52 Craalorol Maud 12 Jotedevrvre
ACROSS
1 Sound* from lh*
kanrvjjl
5 Intooa
10 Employs
14 On tha briny
15 M*ch»nl»m
16
ma linger*
17 Span!
18 Haath
18 Family unit
20 Craalorol
Gunga Din
23 Many many yaars
24 Snick's parttw
25 Raadlng
2S Dralssf s
"Carrla"
33 Mlaalaalpplor
Miaaourl: Abbr.
34 Kaapsaka
36 Anclant monajy
box
37 Craatorof
Chartas Prlmroaa
41 Gieaklattar
42 "Cookaryhaa
baoooM)
":
R. Burton, 1621
43
rellaf
44 Market araaa
47 Moved In

F rmt* n**d*d starting 12/22 Own
room. $l50'mo pka uM 3524611.

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 12.50 OFF RNY

mu

AT 7:30 * 8:30

Do your Christmas shopping at th*
UCF Art. Book S Craft Sole Thurs S
Frt.. 10-6. Sat 10 4 Corner Thurson
I Rtoga. Unique grflo, expartfy
crahad, reaoonabW prices Alfto have
you BG Seoourcenterwa I your doth**
or our*) rjtctur* taken on Frt. 1-5

Paavay 12 ch stereo mixing console
$425. Roland MP-600 Electric Piano S700 PR 352-9322

i$2 °OFFi

8:00 p.m.
GISH THEATRE

HDEADTPNE

FOR SALE

F. rrraa. n**d*d tor Spr. 0am**lar.
Own bdrm Ctoa* to campus Roa•onable rant. CM sits. 7 00 pm
352-4612

5

CAMNIT
'Of
DR.
CALIOARI

m

CONDITION S3.000 CONTACT
6893682
i starao System-Riooo reonvar. PS6o turntable. NS1000M

■COUPON"

THE

ALL SEATS ANYTIME
ONLY $1.00

Wantod Lead Mnger tor band Cal
352 8222, error 5prn.

■J.

OPPORTUNITY! NEED 2F RMTES
SKTH ST APT AVAILABLE SPRP+3
SEMESTER CALL SOON' 3628133
Female Roomate-Spr Sam.
CtoN to Cempua Low Rant
362-5854

F ROOMATE NEEDED FOR BPFSNO
SEM. B*3 APT LOTS OF STORAGE
GOOD LOCATION CALL BONNIE
AT 354-2082

F Rrra* Needed for apt do** to
campus Mid 0*c to Mrd May $618.
Cat 364-16*8.

CHILL

Propped C«l362<68e

RMTE FOR SPR SEM. M UNP/.
VILLAGE APTS RENT ONLY S47S
tSt entire Htm Mir Aval sTanadF
aesty 364-2151

LOOWNO FORWARD TO HAV»*3
X-MAS DMCR VVTTH ALL OF YOU
THE WHITE ROSSS
TrnCuasn
Thank you tor In* dance Sakjrtkry
rsohl t tor lying, to cheer me up |
r»alyN»iiiilaaii1 ■.(>«*/.

THE BIG

Rnaa. (kktrtod tor spring sem
S115/mo. Al uts paid. 120 1/2 N.

F. Passe, tor Sot. San. Fra* cable.
pay atecMc ontj. Avail anylkws la
0*o, C»S $44-2111

Celebraat WaSI Uea yal LarL
THE BROTHERS OF SKaVsA NU,

>. S>JOw/ID J

.16 E. WOOSTER

Do you naarj hato wNh gas monay?
Driving somewhere thie weekend and
OMd rkton? Cat USO DlAL-ARDE 372-0324. 11:30 am - 3:30
pm Mon.-Fri.

Cash pas) tor an A' rtk.t tram
Oarwytand or Osmay world. * menu
Horn chineoe r*at»urant w/ at waal 3
sngssh works mrtpeesd. or ■ tonar
from the Presklent ot U S (No Xerox)
Scavenger hunters wo w* akw trooo
Cal 352-8702 attar 6 pm

MerrUng aonut and roll dalNary
meAeblo Irom The Getaway
SBB Saaar.
$42-4 U2.

taafiL

Mai* Rmmato needed tor spring
Mm. does to campus. $510 for
Cal attar 4:00 pm 352-

8920

SEND YOUR SECRET PAL
CHRBTMAS BALLOONS
THE SALLOONMAN. 362-8061

(MM Hop* you had a great 1Stht
FVat haav* ol tw yaai Lav* thooo
too*, babyl Lova. Waata am s

F rrme needed Scaciousapt Cloee
lo campus Paaarjnab*) rant. Ptoaa*
cal 382-7103.
_^_

893 5583.

B*XE RACERS' Purcels B»a Shop
ha* roftars and wind trainers In stock
Start waaar kaMng now. 131 W
r 352-8284

IMS LOVELESS I stUFFY
HAPPY awTTHDAY
HAPPY BaTTHOAY
HAPPY awTTHDAY
LOVE.JM

7.-00. 9:30
• MID
MAIN AUD

EXPIRES DECEMBER 13, 1983

I nasd portormers for an orphan
X-MAS party IN* December 18. rn
return for 5-10 minutes ot your time
we wfl rjrowd* you with • posrtrv*
•Hat ol recommendation I you work
w*J wth kids, and want to bring X—
MAS toy to lh* undarprtvetodgad. cal
372-6633 or 3724)331 and ask tor

Accudarts and accessories
Dart League now lormmg
PurcaSs Baa Shop 362-8284

to ram and we toand oul that
cheeaeburaers, otlok-ah»Tls, oops
and Hat arae carlakMy don't mix.
Things war* .rrythrtg but normal,
bat than Bat's *Va raaal t-nl Laia.
Toes

FAME

DINING ROOM COUPON ONLY

Nasd lemak* to IB apsrtm*nt and
maa to IB houa* C1 352-7385

Hypnotic Tap** Fat Improving
Minimi I Conaanoatton I Panorwanoa l Awstable. 152-S777

Frl and Sot:

EXPIRES DECEMBER 13, 1983

Earn doers seeing Avon Product*
Formor* tntorrrartton plaa** cM
Pnyaa at 362-5633

"aTRPPwW SANTA" Speclel.
Haas on* M your X-Mas porty I
1M-2243 SSS-74SS

r

DINING ROOM COUPON ONLY

F rrree needed tor Spring Oimtslsr.
Only S540 s semester pka BBS*, Bud
Apts Cal 362-7741.

H.N.KL.
CNK

Tha period X-Mat grrl Is here!
Diamond Productions...

Thurs:

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY

9" PIZZA
75* OFF
(1) ITEM OR MORE PIZZA

V*
'

N**d a rid* somewhere IN* week
end? Cat USO DIAL-A-PJ0E 3720324 11:30 am - 3:30 pm Mon
Frt

rtotwy I snaw KM Mght had to be
waaawAUaaa.

hi a cold world you
■ roedyourlrkiids

LOVERS!!
A Heap of Spaghetti
with Homemade Sauce
French Bread & Butter
LG. COKE $1.99

Frt* roomto tor Spring torn Fum
apt. on S. Coseg* $145 rno uM
ndudad Cat 382-8128 after S p.m.

Nalsnal Corparattoa has solas oosRtoa awjkebl* In many araar* ol
the caurwy. CoaanhMton phis batieatt. I1J-20 k fkot year asmlng..
trsksmg program Included. Century
Label and Teg Co. 112-7521. Ask tor
a>. WrkjhL

Thru Dae. 8

indltt.(wti I
ENDS

2 F NEEDED TO SUBLET APT.
SPfaNG SEM . CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL MUTALE OR DONNA 3828131 AFTER 9PM

WANT TO FLY HOME (OR AWAY
FROM HOME) OVER BREAK? CALL
JAYNE ROLLER. BQ S U TRAVEL
HEP AT 372-4178 OR T.R.I 41B-

I Chi t - Thanks tor the wsicom* sign and h**pmg u* doen up on
Set night Let'* share ■ oat* party
again mniii. Low, ■*> Qaa Ztm

STUDENTS
URSOAY L.
WITH VALID IDS
ONLY JLM

Exp.
Dec. 23, 1983

To Tha Big ChB Guy*
Tram tor the gnat oaalund In
CallUlanrt (even though you weren 1
Bam J.T.I. •.oartaHy was conduOve' Ware looking torward to thrs
waaaand m Mwgarksvaal Uayt* wo
osn start ■ 3rd generation' W* lov*

0*3 PEP - at - LAROE
poaaton I* opan
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
«i 405 Sludant S*r*c*s

Funny talk

«,*'*1|,««

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY - CARRY-OUT ONLY

1450
E. Wooster

Heypfcasl
Oat reedy to -warm-up" tor tw weakend tonight' Wore *■ looking forward
to s QFaiAT smal Love, tha Swtora ol

■Friday Mght Toquaa Showdown',
Starring. Th* LORD/' vs "FISH". tor
' tha Iron K*t1k) Cup For LMtod
seating cal 362-2987

CHARLEY. I MEAN MR PRE SCENT
CONGRATS ON BECOMING PHI
TAu-S NEW PRESIDENT HOW CAN
YOU 00 WRONG WITH SUCH A
GREAT KO-PIOT7 RUM* AND
BENNENT. THE DYNAMIC DOOM
LOVE, JAN
Congratulation* Sus Sot and D*«a
Makx.ski on your 0 .0. and Unkr. ol
Michigan DKE levefaring A Bus sign
that long ototarrl raiahonsraps can
tunnel Lov* your 0** Go* Sr*l*r*

TUCKER TYPING
8th Vaar ol Service
Nancy 362-0809

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
874-1486
Parrytburg

Dob (Brands) Barksr
Happy 21« to • grsat roomkl 1
ktond Lov*. your FAMILY 1 ktond*
m 520 E Waad

Guys La* SBJght Lags-Cords Rag
S20 now St 5 95. Denims rag S20
now S17.S8 Joans N Thnpa. 631
RMga St Opan Tonight T 8:00.

Word procaaalng tor io*—icti
pnpara. nkusiiatmna. etc
PRATT WORD PflOCESSING (PWP)
■flat 5 30 382-2838

SERVICES OFFERED

OEBBE EU ANCHF-C ANT WAIT FOR
YOU TO BY MY UL' HAVE FUN
TOtaYJHT AND HAVE A MERRY
CHRISTMAS YOUR BIG SISTER

ATTENTION ALL MM STU0ENT1
Groat X-Ma* oKts that «* mska your
Parana proud CM them a BOSU
MOM * MM DAD l.iiaMUte tec
or*y SI 2 •* w 2 tor S22 On **k) In
tna BA Buattng Thut* a Frt 110-4)

352-8264

RkJ* avBdaDM to Farbanks. Akwks
Must heto with gaa and driving Cal
[4191689-3882

AOP1 BaaoonA-Qrama
On Saw OK. e-9
lot .60* *i Unturaty Hal

A apocko congratulation, to Janat
Franb and Scon Pipes on their an
Look* ft* Chrajmat
rl Lova your Da* Qaa)

Slot. Your Oka
»1fl95ndudaatunaup
Purceis Btfca Shop
131 W Woooter

ip*nloh leslPataiSOil hear Tnunfreay, 1:80. Myt*'* Pte*.

tar* Oano*- "Al Night Long DU Dane* k4arathon - Donl MM* II

AL Jad. J O .and Ron:
W*l n-Won-On wth you guys any»ma' Thanks (or the hunt. Next time
wel by to ahow up on Mm*. Friday
mght waa tun-and you guya afar I ao
bad ycureatvasl Lov*. Lynn. vai.
Eat*, and Karon

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
MOM TOUKMCHCNT
Fddty. D*c S
RaoMraton 7 30fn
Toraogeny Laojon Hal
Door Pttto-Rotroorimont.

PERSONALS

DAILY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

Fumtohed Efficiency
I w/ color TV S cabl*
Buckeye Budget Motor kin
1 740 E Woostor Si
now fctaarig Spring term
S260/mo
364-3182 or 352-1620

Houses 1 opts
64-86 school 1
287-3341

a to campus tor
CM collect 1-

I TO PMVnuS PU27U
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